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ABSTRACT
Mitigating Transients and Azeotropes During Natural Gas Processing
Edris Ebrahimzadeh
Department of Chemical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Cryogenic carbon capture process can be used to efficiently eliminate CO2 emissions from
fossil-fueled power plants. The energy-storing embodiment of cryogenic carbon capture (ESCCC) integrates energy storage with cryogenic carbon capture and uses natural gas as a refrigerant.
ES-CCC captures CO2 from slowly varying or steady-state sources even as it absorbs and replaces
large amounts of energy on the grid for energy storage. These large transients occur in the LNG
generation as the process moves through energy storing to energy recovery operations.
Additionally, raw natural gas often includes CO2 that forms an azeotrope with ethane. Breaking
this azeotrope and separating CO2 from other hydrocarbons to meet natural gas pipeline and
liquefied natural gas (LNG) standards is very energy intensive.
The purpose of this work is to (a) describe a dynamic heat exchanger that reduces the heat
exchanger performance and efficiency losses experienced under transient conditions and (b)
introduce an alternative extractive distillation system for CO2 separation from ethane that requires
less capital and has a lower operating cost than the conventional system for the same purification.
This investigation demonstrates theoretically and experimentally that the dynamic heat exchangers
can absorb sudden and large changes in flow rates and other properties without compromising
either the heat exchanger efficiency or creating thermal or other stresses. These heat exchangers
play an essential role in the ES-CCC process. Designs for retrofitting existing heat exchangers and
for replacing existing heat exchangers with new designs are both theoretically and experimentally
tested.
The ES-CCC process requires natural gas processing to meet pipeline and LNG standards
in many applications, depending primarily on the CO2 content of locally available NG. The energy,
cost, and dynamic response of such processing hinges primarily on the most difficult step, breaking
the CO2-ethane azeotrope. This project proposes and analyzes an alternative process for breaking
this azeotrope and a control scheme that dramatically improves the dynamic response of natural
gas processing plants, including steady and transient control scheme and processing simulations.
These contributions to the ES-CCC capture process all have much broader applications in
many chemical and energy processes. These contributions to ES-CCC and other industrial
processes improve energy efficiency and dynamic performance of many processes and are ready
for larger scale demonstration.
Keywords: CO2 capture, energy-storing, dynamic heat exchanger, efficiency, transient
flow, extractive distillation, NGL recovery.
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1. Introduction

Fuel production contributes up to two-thirds of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions. Global
climate change is one of the greatest environmental concerns of fossil-based industry regulators
because fossil fuels contribute to more than 80 % of global energy. Coal and natural gas provide
40% and 20% of total energy required for electricity production, respectively [1]. These fossil fuels
represent the largest sources of CO2 emissions - about 1/3 of the overall CO2 emissions - and the
significant opportunity for CO2 mitigation. Additionally, pretreating natural gas for pipeline
transmission lines or liquefaction (LNG) provides another opportunity for CO2 mitigation. The
remaining CO2 emissions come from mobile sources or commercial businesses and houses.
Although there are effective methods for capturing CO2 from power plants and gas treatment
processes, there are far fewer effective alternatives for CO2 mitigation from mobile sources aside
from converting them to electricity and shifting the issue to the power plants.
In October 2015, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) established standards for
emissions of carbon dioxide for newly constructed, modified, and reconstructed affected fossil
fuel-fired electric utility generating units (EGUs), as shown in Table 1-1 [2]. The limit for new
plants represents about half of the emission for a typical coal-fired power plant and is slightly
above that for a combined-cycle gas-fired power plant. The regulations for existing plants call for
an average reduction in CO2 emissions of about 32%, with local regional requirements ranging
from 0% to 48% reduction. The typical emissions of a super-critical coal-fired power plant are in
the range of 820-910 kg CO2/MWh. Vitiated gas (flue gas) from a conventional power station

typically contains 4% to 18% carbon dioxide on a volume or molar basis, with natural gas turbine
exhaust at the low end and coal plants at the high end. Flows from cement kilns, another major
CO2 contributor, can contain 22-30% CO2 as they include CO2 from the fuel in addition to CO2
from carbonate decomposition.
Table 1-1. Final standards for affected EGUs

Affected (electric utility

Final standards of performance

generating units) EGUs
Newly Constructed Fossil FuelFired Steam Generating Units

1,400 lb CO2/MWh-g

1. 1,800 lb CO2/MWh-g for sources with heat input
Modified Fossil Fuel-Fired
Steam Generating Units.

greater than 2,000 MMBtu/h.
2. 2,000 lb CO2/MWh-g for sources with heat input
less than 2,000 MMBtu/h.
1. Sources with heat input greater than 2,000
MMBtu/h are required to meet an emission limit of

Reconstructed Fossil Fuel-Fired
Steam Generating Units

1,800 lb CO2/MWh-g.
2. Sources with heat less than 2,000 MMBtu/h are
required to meet an emission limit of 2,000 lb
CO2/MWh-g.
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CO2 removal from vitiated gases is relevant to this work because of the motivation to maintain
a high heat transfer efficiency during load changes. This work additionally supports natural gas
processing in several ways. Natural gas plays a prominent role in the energy-storing version of
ECL (external cooling loop), which uses processes similar to liquid natural gas (LNG) processing.
This work outlines alternative processes that replace or significantly improve current natural gas
processing, including CO2 removal and process controls. This document discusses several
technically challenging issues specific to the Cryogenic Carbon CaptureTM (CCC) approach to CO2
removal and natural gas processing.
This dissertation first reviews all the existing technologies for CO2 capture, including
cryogenic carbon capture process. Then, this document discusses issues regarding transients of
ES-CCC and means to absorb those transients. Finally, this dissertation explains an energy
efficient process for natural gas treating (separating CO2 form hydrocarbons) to reduce the
associated cost of providing natural gas for ES-CCC. Table 1-2 summarizes the objectives and
focus of this work.
Table 1-2. Objective of the work

ES-CCC
LNG Heat Exchanger
Mitigating the heat exchanger Reducing the cost of pretransients

treating natural gas

3

There are six major competing technologies to remove CO2 from gas streams, each reviewed
below:

1.1.1. Absorption

Adsorption is by far the most widely used process for CO2 removal in natural gas processing

and the leading option for flue gas treatments. Natural gas operations differ from flue gas
operations in important ways, including the oxidizing, potentially sour-gas nature of flue gas, scale
of operation, operating pressure, and venting the gases directly to the atmosphere. These
differences led to substantial development efforts in applying solvents to flue gases. In flue gas
operations, an alkanoamine solution absorbs CO2 followed by desorption in a separate, heated
column to regenerate the rich alkanoamine solution and generate the CO2-rich stream. Literature
shows a large variation in energy penalties using similar sorbent composition. The reported energy
penalties are in the range of 0.97 to 4.2 MJe/kg CO2 [3-12]. This large difference arises from
variations in sorbent composition, pressure, and compressors. NETL has reported an associated
energy penalty of 1.3 MJe/kg CO2 for amine-based processes.
The main advantage of this method is that it is mature and it is commercially available for
natural gas plants and approaching commercial availability (1 commercial demonstration) for
power plants, although several absorbents remain in the pilot-scale phase. The first commercialscale demonstration of the flue gas technology applied to flue gases just came on line at the
Boundary Dam location in Canada and uses an advanced amine formulation. The pilot-scale
Kemper power plant in USA uses the Selexol process. The mixture of primary, secondary, and
tertiary amine sorbents are less commonly used.

4

However, this technology has several disadvantages: (1) high capital cost, (2) high energy
demand for solvent regeneration, (3) solvent loss by evaporation, (4) equipment corrosion and
formation of potentially carcinogenic nitrosamine, (5) incompatibility with traditional power plant,
and (6) managing the large quantity of hazardous materials. Of these, the energy consumption and
cost of the technology are the most daunting for industry and policy makers.

1.1.2. Oxy-firing

This technology separates oxygen from air in an air separation unit (ASU). The oxygen burns

fuel either as pure oxygen or as a mixture of oxygen with an inert gas, such as recirculated process
gas, to maintain the combustion temperature at a suitable level. Burning fuel without nitrogen
produces an exhaust gas consisting mainly of CO2 and steam. The steam condenses, leaving a
stream enriched in CO2 [13-15]. The stream contains some residual N2 and the residual impurities
common to coal exhaust but typically in much higher concentrations (factors of 2-5), including
NO. This effluent stream undergoes purification and pressurization and ultimately becomes a
supercritical CO2 stream. The main hurdles for widespread adoption of oxy-firing include high
energy consumption due to the cryogenic separation (temperature of 73 K) of oxygen from air and
the near impossibility of installing such a system on a retrofit basis [16]. The energy penalty for
this method is in the range of 0.97-1.5 MJe/ kg CO2 [17, 18]. Two full-scale power plants have
considered this technology; one is White Rose (UK) and the other is FutureGen 2.0 (USA). The
White Rose facility lost the financial backing of the utilities that were considering it and then of
the UK government. Ox-yfiring is widely viewed as no longer viable unless the developers find
alternative funding. The FutureGen system recently lost federal and cost share funding and is no

5

longer viable. Most other oxy-combustion projects at smaller scale have similarly lost support
because of the energy consumption of the air separation unit.

1.1.3. Membrane

Membrane technologies separate CO2 through semi-permeable plastic or ceramic membranes.

Membranes use partial pressure as the driving force for separation and are most effective when the
CO2 concentration in the feed gas is very high [19]. As CO2 is a minor component of postcombustion gases, membranes are not likely to be the most efficient approach for CO2 capture
[20]. Additionally, the particulate and acid gas impurities in flue gas present significant operation
challenges to membranes. In a related application, membranes separate oxygen from air and the
resulting oxygen stream is used in an oxy-firing process [14]. Membranes require replacement as
well as significant pumping power. The latter leads to high energy penalties in the range of 0.951.9 MJe/kg CO2 [21, 22]. Additionally, membranes require very large surface areas and very clean
gases, both of which are problematic for large-scale power plants.

1.1.4. Adsorption

In this method, specific solid particles are applied to selectively adsorb CO2 on their surfaces.

Solid adsorbents operate via weak physisorption processes or strong chemisorption interactions.
Many materials have been studied as potential CO2 adsorbents, such as molecular sieves, zeolites,
and activated carbon [20], but there is no well-established rubric for assessment of adsorbents. The
pressure or temperature swing process regenerates the saturated adsorbent. The energy penalties
of adsorbents vary in the range of 2.0-5.6 MJe/ kg CO2.
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1.1.5. Chemical Looping

In this method, oxygen from air reacts with a solid metal or metal sub-oxide carrier in a

fluidized bed, producing an oxygen-depleted exhaust stream. The oxidized solid metal moves to
another fluidized bed where it reacts with the fuel (coal) to oxidize the fuel and reduce the metal
oxide, producing a stream that contains mainly CO2 and H2O. The reduced solid metal then returns
to the first fluidized bed to be re-oxidized [23, 24]. The combustion products undergo downstream
purification and pressurization treatments similar to those of oxy-firing. One concern about the
chemical looping includes the consequence of thermally cycling the oxidizing metal carrier. The
energy penalty of the process includes a large contribution from entropy generation due to cyclical
heating and cooling of solid metals. The process also suffers from deactivation with use. Because
most of the power plant needs rebuilding to implement this method on an existing facility, chemical
looping best suits new installations (greenfield option) rather than as a retrofit for an old plant
(brownfield installation).

1.1.6. Cryogenic Process

The cryogenic carbon capture process (CCC) differs from all of these developing projects [25].

CCC is a retrofit, post-combustion technology that creates a nearly pure stream of CO2 from power
plant flue gases. CCC is not a traditional refrigeration loop because the inlet and outlet streams are
at the same temperature, although it uses processes similar to refrigeration loops. Compared to
other known techniques, this process has higher efficiencies and lower capital costs. The process
(1) dries and cools the flue gas
(2) further cools the gas stream in a heat recovery heat exchanger,
(3) condenses contaminants such as mercury, SOx, NOx, Hg, and HCl,
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(4) further cools the remaining gas and desublimates CO2,
(5) separates the solid CO2 and pressurizes it, and
(6) uses the CO2 and N2 in a recuperative heat exchanger to cool the flue gas.
The final products from the CCC process are a pressurized (typically 150 bar) liquid CO2
stream and an atmospheric-pressure, light-gas stream, predominantly containing N2. Both streams
are nominally near ambient temperature.
CCC comes in two major versions: compressed flue gas (CCC-CFG) and external cooling loop
(CCC-ECL). The CFG version uses flue gas as its own refrigerant (Figure 1-1, Figure 1-2). The
process steps
(1)

cools the flue gas to ambient temperature, simultaneously removing condensed water

(2)

compresses the sour flue gas to 5-8 bar for 90-99% CO2 capture,

(3)

removes residual moisture from the flue gas (not shown),

(4)

recuperatively cools of the flue gas in a series of heat exchangers (two are shown)

(5)

condenses contaminants such as mercury, SOx, NOx, Hg, and HCl,

(6)

separates solid CO2 from the light gas in a step that removes 75-80% of the CO2

(7)

expands the residual gas in a turbine, cooling it and forming a small amount of additional
solid CO2,

(8)

pressurizes the combined CO2 streams, and

(9)

uses the CO2 and N2 in a recuperative heat exchanger to cool the incoming flue gas.

(10) pressurizes the now liquid CO2 stream to its delivery pressure
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Figure 1-1. A schematic diagram of the CFG version of the CCC process.

All of these steps have been thoroughly tested in isolation and in integrated systems and a
mobile version of this process contained in shipping containers has processed slip-stream flue
gases from bituminous coal, subbituminous coal, natural gas, and biomass combustion at utility
power stations, heat plants, and research reactors in addition to the in-house tests at Sustainable
Energy Solutions, LLC (SES). Sour gas compression and turbine expansion with solids formation
both raise long-term operational concerns in this process. Both can be addressed with existing
technologies, but a second version of the process avoids these issues.
The ECL version uses an external cooling loop for most of the process cooling, avoiding
compressing a sour flue gas and expanding a solids-forming gas in a turbine (Figure 1-2). The
major steps in this process are similar to the CFG process except that the process uses an external
cooling loop to provide flue gas cooling rather than compressing the flue gas directly. Similar to
the CFG process, SES has built a mobile ECL system that fills 2-3 shipping containers and
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produces about 1 tonne of CO2/day, or processes 7-8 tonnes CO2/day of typical coal-based flue
gas. This mobile system (called a skid system) has processed slip-stream flue gases from
bituminous coal, subbituminous coal, natural gas, biomass, municipal waste, and shredded tire
combustion at utility power stations, cement kilns, heat plants, and research reactors in addition to
the in-house tests at SES.
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Figure 1-2. A schematic diagram of the ECL version of the CCC process.

One version of the ECL process, energy-storing cryogenic carbon capture (ES-CCC),
integrates energy storage with cryogenic carbon capture and can reduce peak load parasitic losses
by shifting loads to non-peak or cheaper generation times. This provides effective grid
management that is essential to accommodate intermittent supplies such as wind and solar energy
[26]. These systems use off-peak or intermittent energy for compressing natural gas to form
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liquefied natural gas (LNG) and storing the LNG for use as a refrigerant to separate CO2 from light
gases in the flue gas (Figure 1-3). The warmed natural gas in the CCC process either combusts to
generate power during peak demand or flows back to the pipeline. Energy storage of any type
introduces large transients in a process with accompanying potential process efficiency and
performance compromises and equipment threats [27]. The ES-CCC process provides context and
motivation for this work. In the ES-CCC process, the carbon capture portion of the process
typically operates at steady state even as the overall process experiences large transients. These
large transients occur in the LNG generation as the process moves through energy storing to energy
recovery operations. These changes in process conditions also alter heat exchanger outlet
temperatures, compromising efficiency and performance. The heat exchanger portion of this work
focuses on these issues during transient operation. While the CCC process motivates this work,
the work applies to all processes in which heat exchangers experience transients, which in
industrial applications may be nearly all processes containing heat exchangers. Even though a
process may typically operate at steady state, large transients occur during start-up or shutdown
and as a result of disturbances from upstream equipment.
Natural gas liquid (NGL) recovery is an important part of mid-stream natural gas processing.
CO2 removal is a prerequisite to NGL recovery for multiple reasons. Allowing CO2 to enter the
plant increases the amount of dissolved CO2 in the NGL product. To meet the requirement of a
CO2/ethane ratio less than 0.35% requires distilling the demethanizer bottoms.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 1-3. Normal operation (a), energy storing (b) and energy recovery (c) of the ES-CCC process.

The existence of a minimum-boiling-temperature azeotrope between ethane and carbon
dioxide particularly complicates CO2 separation. Extractive distillation with higher-molecularweight hydrocarbons as the solvent represents the most competitive means for the separating CO2
from ethane. Reducing the cost and energy requirement of CO2 separation from NGL provides
another motivation for this work.

1.1.7. Objective of the Work

This dissertation presents a dynamic heat exchanger technology that decreases or eliminates

heat exchanger performance and efficiency loss associated with transient changes in flow rates and
other sources of imbalance. Heat exchanger constraints may represent the most restrictive transient
response constraints in a process and thereby compromise its agility and responsiveness. These
constraints include thermal stresses, expansion, or temperature changes in the devices or their near
neighbors in the flow process. The described heat exchanger technology comes in two
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configurations: (1) a technology that can retrofit an existing heat exchanger by connecting one or
more holding tanks to the incoming streams, and (2) a technology that involves a new heat
exchanger with at least one additional channel that connects two storage tanks. The proposed
design is capable of leveling varying conditions such that the exit temperatures remain fixed
despite the changes in inlet conditions. Experimental and theoretical results indicate that the
proposed design can respond to changes in process flow rates with a near-zero time constant.
Additionally, this document proposes an efficient cryogenic extractive distillation method for
the CO2-ethane separation in the NGL recovery process. The existence of a minimum-boiling
temperature azeotrope between ethane and carbon dioxide particularly complicates CO2
separation. The proposed flowsheet includes three columns: a CO2 recovery column, a solvent
recovery column and a concentrator column. This flowsheet requires 10% less total annual cost
(TAC) and 16% less energy compared to the conventional system at the same purification. The
novel system also: (1) represents a retrofit option for existing units, and (2) unlike the conventional
flowsheet, separates CO2 as a liquid product, which avoids the significant amount of energy
required for liquefaction.
The proposed flowsheet involves interconnected partial condensers and what may appear to be
the most straightforward control system and probably the most common and traditional system for
an isolated partial condenser distillation column. These will lead to very poor process control when
that column is part of an integrated system, especially when partial condensers are interconnected.
An alternative control system is demonstrated (in simulation) that provides effective control and
that is generalizable to all similar systems and, for that matter, to all distillation columns.
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The remainder of this dissertation begins with the general description of the dynamic heat
exchanger. Then, it discusses the experimental apparatuses of the two dynamic heat exchanger
configurations (retrofit and non-retrofit) in detail before presenting the experimental and
theoretical results. Following the dynamic heat exchanger technology, this document discusses the
new extractive distillation strategy for the CO2-ethane separation based on a three-column
configuration and compares the model results with the conventional two-column extractive
system. It then presents the alternative plant-wide control structure of coupled distillation columns
with partial condensers. This dissertation concludes with a summary of the novelty of the
performed work and suggests future directions for ensuing works.
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2. Dynamic Heat Exchanger Design

This chapter is an adaptation of two published articles: (1) “Theoretical and experimental

analysis of dynamic plate heat exchanger: Non-retrofit configuration” published in Applied
Thermal Engineering in January 2016 [28], and (2) “Theoretical and experimental analysis of
dynamic plate heat exchanger: Retrofit configuration”, published in Energy in February 2016 [29].

2.1.

Heat Exchangers

Heat exchangers may be the single most common unit operation in process flow diagrams.
Shell-and-tube heat exchangers and plate-and-frame heat exchangers (PHE) are widely used in the
chemical, petrochemical, food, energy, pharmaceutical and essentially every other process
industry. Generally, shell-and-tube heat exchangers have some maintenance and high-pressure
advantages while plate heat exchangers have efficiency and size advantages. Aminian et al. [30]
reported that PHEs weigh 95% less than the comparable shell-and-tube exchangers and provide
300-400 square feet of heat exchange area per cubic feet of exchanger volume. Heat exchangers
frequently represent the most sensitive and slowest portions of a process to respond to process
changes. A large number of such changes include scheduled and unscheduled changes in load or
other process conditions.
Plate heat exchangers are popular for a wide variety of applications because they offer several
advantages. First, plate heat exchangers are compact. This allows them to be used in situations that
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require a heat exchanger to take up very little space. Second, the overall heat transfer coefficient,
𝑈𝑈, is normally higher in a plate heat exchanger than a spiral or shell-and-tube heat exchanger. The
synergistic effects of these two first advantages lead to plate heat exchangers that can have thermal

capacities as high as much larger heat exchangers that use other design methods. In addition, plate
heat exchangers are relatively easy to clean and maintain. Finally, the required temperature
gradient is smaller than other methods of designing heat exchangers, allowing for greater
temperature control [31, 32].
The advantages of plate heat exchangers do not come without costs. Some of the more
important disadvantages associated with plate heat exchangers include a greater potential for
leakage and potential vessel failure at high pressures. The leakage issues that can affect some plate
heat exchangers stem from how the plates and gaskets function. Clamps hold the plates and gaskets
together, but the geometry of the plate heat exchanger increases chances of failure. The use of
gaskets makes the heat exchangers less useful in high pressure and possibly high temperature
situations. Brazed-plate heat exchangers do not use gaskets and avoid most of these issues, at the
expense of more difficult maintenance and cleaning. The pressure drop in a plate heat exchanger
can be larger because passages for the fluid are so much narrower, leading to greater frictional
losses [33, 34].
Heat exchangers behave in inherently non-linear ways that are difficult to control effectively.
Therefore, sophisticated models predict the steady-state and transient performance and figure
prominently in heat exchanger design. Commercial software can design and evaluate the
performance of heat exchangers [35]. However, models less commonly provide optimized
solutions. Heat exchanger design typically specifies the inlet temperatures and flow rates and
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targets hot and cold fluid outlet temperatures. Figures of merit include efficiency, flow resistance
and heat exchanger size [36-38]. Plate heat exchanger optimization involves a large number of
design variables, some of which are inherently discrete, making the task non-trivial.
Chang et al. [39] investigated the effect of multi-stream heat exchangers on natural gas
liquefaction performance with mixed refrigerants. They rigorously solved the energy balance
equations of a three-stream heat exchanger with real properties of cryogenic mixtures, and then
incorporated the actual temperature profile into the thermodynamic cycle analysis. They concluded
that the temperature profile from commercial software (such as Aspen HYSYS) with a minimum
temperature approach is difficult to realize in practical multi-stream heat exchangers. They also
claimed that no direct heat exchange between two hot streams is recommended for efficient
liquefaction process.
Cheng [40] proposed the concept of entropy resistance based on the entropy generation
analysis as an alternative method for heat exchanger analysis. Entropy resistance is the ratio of the
thermodynamic force (temperature) difference to the heat transfer rate. He showed that smaller
entropy resistance leads to a larger heat transfer rate with fixed thermodynamic force difference
and smaller thermodynamic force difference with fixed heat transfer rate, respectively. He
concluded that for the three-stream heat exchanger with prescribed inlet stream temperatures and
heat capacity flow rates, smaller entropy resistance leads to larger heat transfer rate. He also
compared the concept of entropy resistance with the concepts of entropy generation numbers and
modified entropy generation numbers. He found that smaller values of entropy generation numbers
and modified entropy generation numbers do not always correspond to better heat exchanger
performance, whereas smaller entropy resistance does.
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Manjunath and Kaushik [41] conducted a thorough review of second law of thermodynamic
analysis of heat exchangers. Their detailed literature survey included performance parameters such
as entropy generation, exergy analysis, production and manufacturing irreversibility, and two
phase fluid loss of heat exchangers. Their study highlighted the importance of first and second law
investigations of heat exchangers leading to energy conservation.
Tarlet et al. [42] presented a first and second law analysis of the heat transfer characteristics of
a shell-and-tube heat exchanger equipped with mutil-scale distributor/collectors. They quantified
the effect of transverse baffles on the thermal performance entropy generation of the heat
exchanger. They verified the intensification of heat transfer by first- law (global heat transfer
coefficient) and second- law (entropy generation) analyses.
Bahadori [43] developed a novel and simple-to-use correlation for accurate and rapid
estimation of effectiveness in one tube pass and one shell pass counter-current heat exchangers as
a function of thermal capacity ratio and number of transfer units. The proposed method is less
complicated than many other published approaches, eliminating the necessity of a trial-and-error
calculation. The average absolute percent deviation from reported data in the literature shown to
is below 2%.
The thermodynamic irreversibility in a heat exchanger arises from heat transfer across a finite
temperature differences among the streams. Optimizing a heat exchanger based on this concept
means minimizing the amount of lost useful power. Mishra et al. [44] incorporated a geneticalgorithm-based optimization technique for a cross-flow plate and fin heat exchanger to minimize
the total entropy generated within a prescribed heat duty. They concluded that their model is
capable of effectively optimizing heat exchangers of complex designs.
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The log-mean temperature difference (LMTD) method and (ε-NTU) approach are two widely
used concepts for analyzing heat exchanger effectiveness. The LMTD uses known inlet and outlet
temperatures, and sizes the exchanger (sizing problem). The (ε-NTU) uses inlet temperatures and
the exchanger size and predicts exit temperatures and the heat transfer rate (rating problem). In
this method, the heat exchanger effectiveness is defined by dividing the heat transfer rate over the
maximum allowable heat transfer in a balanced, counter-current heat exchanger, having the same
cold to hot incoming fluids temperature ratio, the same arithmetic mean temperature difference,
and the same UA. Fakheri [45] used the second law of thermodynamics to determine the exchanger
thermal efficiency through the ratio of the actual heat transfer rate (𝑞𝑞) to the optimum heat transfer
rate (𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ),
𝜂𝜂 =

𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

=

𝑞𝑞
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑇𝑇�1 − 𝑇𝑇�2 )

(1)

where 𝑇𝑇�1 and 𝑇𝑇�2 are the average temperatures of the high-temperature and low-temperature fluids,

respectively, and where the optimum heat transfer rate occurs in a balanced counter-current heat

exchanger. He [46] extended this concept to determine the efficiency of heat exchanger networks
excluding the need for charts, or complicated performance statements.
Exergy analysis and energy saving are two important concepts that show the exchanger
efficiency. Several researchers [47-55] applied the entropy generation minimization (EGM) and
Exergy loss (EL) analysis concepts to optimize heat exchangers performance. Exergy loss is,

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ℎ + 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐
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(2)

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ℎ = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 �𝑚𝑚ℎ (𝑆𝑆ℎ,𝑜𝑜 − 𝑆𝑆ℎ,𝑖𝑖 )� = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 �𝐶𝐶ℎ ln �

𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
��
𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(3)

and the cold-stream exergy loss is,

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 �𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 (𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐,𝑜𝑜 − 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖 )� = 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 �𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 ln �

𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
��
𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(4)

where 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 is the ambient or local heat rejection temperature and 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 is the product of the specific heat

capacity and flowrate of each stream.

Several researchers explored the problem of controlling liquid temperature in heat exchanger
systems. Gonzalez et al. [56] proposed a model predictive control (MPC) to a heat exchanger
network. The proposed nonlinear model includes two levels: the upper level serves as determining
an optimal steady state by minimizing the service cost; the lower level controller serves as taking
care of temperature targets and driving the system towards the optimal steady state while focusing
on the dynamic performance. Bonivento et al. [57] made a comparison between a standard
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller and a Generalized Predictive Control (GPC).
Ramirez et al. [58] implemented a min-max model predictive control (MMMPC) to an industrial
heat exchanger. The proposed scheme uses hinging hyperplanes to overcome the large
computational burden associated with the numerical min-max problem. Additional applications of
model predictive control to heat exchangers appear elsewhere [59-61]. These and other
investigations mostly focus on steady-state heat exchanger performance and illustrate that even
this remains a challenging task in equipment design.
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Artificial intelligent control techniques such as artificial neural network (ANN) and fuzzy logic
systems have been widely used in the thermal control of heat exchanger systems. Maidi et al. [62]
applied an optimal PI fuzzy controller to control a heat exchanger. Jian et al. [63] proposed an
adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller for the temperature control of heat exchangers. Skrjanc and
Matco [64] developed a new predictive control scheme based on a nonlinear fuzzy model. Ramirez
et al. [65] investigated the min-max predictive control of a heat exchanger using a neural network
solver. They found a neural approximation of the optimizing controller within the bounded global
uncertainties, which significantly reduces the computation time of the control action and enables
the use of this scheme for processes with fast dynamics. Additional controllers based on neural
network models appear elsewhere in the literature [66-69].
Almutairi and Zribi [70] investigated the applications of three different terminal sliding mode
(TSM) controllers to a plate heat exchanger: a fast TSM control scheme, a second-order fast TSM,
and a dynamic fast TSM. Luyben [71] explored the design and issues of heat exchanger bypass
control. In heat exchanger bypass control, a portion of one of the streams passes through the heat
exchanger, while the remainder bypasses the exchanger. The most common practice is to bypass
the process stream whose outlet temperature is to be controlled. This system provides tight
temperature control since the dynamics of blending a high-temperature stream and a lowtemperature stream are very fast.
The above-mentioned studies control the fluid outlet temperature of a heat exchanger by
manipulating either the opposite inlet fluid flowrate or its temperature. When the flowrate of the
opposite stream passing through the heat exchanger becomes too low, the flow regime can change
from turbulent to laminar, which significantly decreases the heat transfer coefficient. An imposed
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minimum bound on the input flowrate addresses this problem and the controller should return
whenever the flowrate varies, which is a demanding task. Manipulating the opposite fluid inlet
temperature ensures a turbulent hydrodynamic regime in the heat exchanger. Notice that this
method suffers from the time delay to change the temperature of the opposite stream [72, 73]. In
practice, regulation of the temperature is nearly possible if this latter is the product of a process
with fast dynamic response [74].
The device described in this investigation reduces or eliminates compromises in heat
exchanger outlet temperatures and performance associated with transient process perturbations
without changing the thermal power at the inlet of the opposite stream. Furthermore, the presented
technology responds to changes in process dynamics with virtually no transients in the exiting
flows or exchanger temperature profiles, which minimizes thermal stress in the heat exchanger
during process changes.
The majority of design in engineering focuses on the performance of steady-state processes.
This work includes steady-state and transient analyses of heat exchanger performance. The
objective of the work is to aid the development of agile energy-storage systems and load-following
processes, which are both transient in nature. Transient analyses regularly identify heat exchangers
as the unit operations that are most vulnerable and sensitive to fluctuations in process conditions.
During transient moments, heat exchanger performance often affects process safety, product
quality, environmental performance, and equipment reliability. Reliability threats stem from both
materials constraints inside the heat exchanger and from downstream ramifications of streams that
fail to meet their design conditions.
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The energy storage and process load following that inspire this work are only two of several
applications that profit from transient analyses. Transient analyses point out process
susceptibilities to load changes, upsets, control complexity, and broad responses prompted by local
changes in densely integrated systems. Processes with extensive energy integration commonly
exhibit widespread vulnerabilities to local upsets. The solutions proposed and exhibited in this
research greatly decrease and even eliminate these process susceptibilities, at least with regards to
heat exchangers. Specifically, these procedures simplify controls, maintain process set points
during transients, locally confine process upsets, and decrease process variable cycling. This
work’s motivation is to describe a dynamic heat exchanger that will eliminate the exchanger
efficiency and performance losses that originate from the transient flow rates of entering streams.
Specifically, this work supports the development of cryogenic carbon capture™, a combined
energy storage and carbon capture technology for point sources of CO2 [26, 75, 76]. The discussion
here presumes a heat exchanger that is initially balanced, that is, initially has equal values of 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝

in each direction. The methods described here can also prevent further efficiency losses in an
imbalanced heat exchanger if it experiences a flow perturbation that further imbalances it.
However, flow perturbations that tend to balance it will improve its efficiency and generally would
not benefit from this technology.

2.1.1. Background

Figure 2-1 shows a common, countercurrent, two-stream heat exchanger that could be of any
design, i.e. brazed-plate, plate-and-frame, shell-and-tube, annular, or any other design. Hot and
cold streams enter the exchanger on the left and right sides, respectively, and exchange heat such
that the temperature of the hot stream decreases while that of the cold stream increases.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic diagram of a typical two-stream, counter-current heat exchanger.

The outlet temperature of the cold stream often exceeds that of the hot stream, leading to
possible confusion about which stream is the hot or cold stream. In this discussion, hot and cold
descriptions refer to the inlet temperatures. In this discussion and in the data, the outlet temperature
of the cold stream is commonly higher than that of the hot stream
Several industries require multi-stream heat exchangers, in which more than two streams enter
and exit the heat exchanger. The streams may enter and exit at different locations or may pass
entirely through the heat exchanger. These multi-stream exchangers find common application in
industries that optimize heat integration, including much of the cryogenic processing industry [2527, 77, 78]. Most of the analyses presented here apply equally to multi-stream systems if the cold
and hot streams comprise the mass-flow-weighted average properties of all cold and hot streams.

2.1.2. Heat Exchanger Efficiency

The technical literature does not define a heat exchanger efficiency. This document suggests
one such useful definition. Insulated heat exchangers conserve enthalpy, so a first-law definition
is problematic. That is, the enthalpy flowing out of the system equals that flowing in if there are
no losses to the ambient environment and heat generation through flow friction is neglected. Heat
exchangers do not involve shaft work, so a second-law definition (work over heat) does not
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naturally come to mind. Nevertheless, this document proposes a second-law definition for heat
exchanger efficiency that is both useful and simple.
Conceptually, this efficiency describes the consequence of heat exchange on the flow streams’
(a) ability to do work (availability or exergy) or, equivalently, (b) entropy. Quantitatively, the heat
exchanger efficiency is one minus the difference in exergy between the streams exiting and
entering a heat exchanger normalized by the largest achievable difference in such exergy through
heat exchange alone. The largest achievable difference with respect to heat exchange occurs if all
the streams come to the same temperature. These analyses and this definition assume no heat
transfer between the exchanger and its surroundings. Therefore, the difference in exergy is
proportional to a difference in entropy, with the ambient or heat rejection temperature as a
proportionality constant. This expression depends on conditions at thermal equilibrium, that is, at
the temperature the streams would become if the inlet streams were to equilibrate to a single,
common outlet temperature,

𝜂𝜂 = 1 −

∑𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏�𝑖𝑖 − ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏�𝑖𝑖
𝛥𝛥𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖
=1−
𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖
∑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏�𝑖𝑖 − ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏�𝑖𝑖
∑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖 − ∑𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖
=
∑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖 − ∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖

(5)

where 𝑏𝑏�𝑖𝑖 = ℎ�𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇0 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖 represents the specific exergy of stream 𝑖𝑖 and 𝛥𝛥𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑠𝑠̂𝑖𝑖 is the difference

between the entropy in all the streams at equilibrium temperature and entropy of the streams at the

inlet temperature. The temperature 𝑇𝑇0 represents the temperature of the ambient environment and,

since it drops out of the equation, is irrelevant to the exchanger efficiency. This ambient
temperature should not affect a well-posited efficiency definition for reasons discussed below. The
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middle form of the equation results from the sum of the inlet enthalpy flows equaling the sum of
the outlet enthalpy flows.
This efficiency becomes unity if the total exergy of the outlet streams equals that of the inlet
streams, which can only occur in the limit of the hot and cold streams transferring heat with no
temperature difference at any point along the exchanger (ideal heat exchanger). The efficiency is
zero if all outlet streams approach the same equilibrium temperature, which represents the poorest
possible heat exchanger performance from an efficiency or entropy standpoint. An efficiency of
50% indicates that heat exchanger generates half of much entropy it would generate if all streams
come to the same temperature or, equivalently, that the exchanger destroys half as much exergy as
it would if the streams all came to the same temperature.
This concept of heat exchanger efficiency differs from effectiveness, availability and exergy
[47-53, 55, 79-81] in some crucial ways. Effectiveness is the ability to reach a given temperature
in a stream(s) quickly. For instance, quenching hot steel in water or oil is highly effective but
highly inefficient heat transfer because the heat transfer rate is rapid (effective) but much of the
heat exchanges across a large temperature difference (inefficient).
An alternative definition of efficiency is the ratio of the exergy of the streams before and after
heat exchange. This, however, would lead to confusing and unfortunate results in that it would
depend on the heat rejection or ambient temperature, which requires a situational definition and
includes material that is not involved in the heat exchanger operation. A heat exchanger efficiency
should only depend on temperature differences associated with its operation, not on an ambient
temperature. For example, if two heat exchangers operate with identical temperature differences
between the inlet and outlet streams and between the hot and cold streams, they should have
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identical efficiencies. However, if one of them operates near the local heat rejection temperature
and the other operates at much higher temperatures, the definition using the ratio of exergies would
result in the high-temperature system efficiency greatly exceeding the low-temperature efficiency.
When a heat exchanger is ideally balanced, the entering flows undergo equal but opposite
temperature changes. Additionally, if the specific heat capacities are independent of temperature,
the sum of the product of mass flow rate and specific heat, 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐̂𝑝𝑝 , must be the same between for

cold and hot streams, which is an achievable goal. Heat exchanger efficiency also increases as the
instantaneous temperature difference between the streams decreases. A smaller stream temperature
difference generally requires design changes such as increasing the heat transfer area, obtaining a
more uniform flow distribution, or decreasing the thickness or temperature drop in plate materials.
These design choices can only approach a zero temperature difference, and therefore 100%
efficiency, asymptotically, though some industrial designs achieve differences of less than 1 K.

2.1.3. Balanced Heat Exchanger

Figure 2-2. Flow arrangement for a counter-current plate heat exchanger.
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Figure 2-2 illustrates counter-current flow arrangement of two fluids past a solid plate, with
heat transferring from fluid 1 to fluid 2. The unsteady-state energy balance applies to describe the
temperature profile of stream 1, as follows,

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕 2 𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡)
𝜌𝜌1 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝1 �
+ 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,1
+ 𝑞𝑞1
� = −𝑘𝑘
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 2

(6)

where a positive value of 𝑞𝑞1 denotes heat increase, and the fluid is assumed well-mixed, so the
effect of heat transfer is represented by a volumetric heat source term 𝑞𝑞1 with typical units of J/m3.s
that relates the heat flux, 𝑞𝑞1′′ , (J/m2.s), as,

𝑞𝑞1 =
where

𝐴𝐴1
𝑉𝑉1

≡

1

𝐿𝐿1

𝐴𝐴1 ′′ 𝑞𝑞1′′
𝑞𝑞 =
𝑉𝑉1 1
𝐿𝐿1

(7)

1

is the ratio of the area through which the heat flux flows, where 𝐿𝐿1 is the distance
2

to an adiabatic channel wall or, in the case of stacked channels, to the symmetry point of the
channel.

If, for now, we assume steady-state operation and assume that conduction in the fluid is
included in the heat transfer coefficient,

𝜌𝜌1 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,1 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,1 𝐿𝐿1

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥)
= 𝑞𝑞1 𝐿𝐿1 = 𝑞𝑞1′′
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

where 𝑚𝑚̇ = 𝜌𝜌𝑉𝑉̇ = 𝜌𝜌𝐿𝐿1 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,1 Δ𝑧𝑧 , and, similarly for the second stream,
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(8)

𝜌𝜌2 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,2 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,2 𝐿𝐿2

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇2 (𝑥𝑥)
= 𝑞𝑞2 𝐿𝐿2 = 𝑞𝑞2′′
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(9)

Assuming correlations for the local heat transfer coefficient, ℎ𝑖𝑖 ,
𝑞𝑞1′′ = −ℎ1 �𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥)�

(10)

𝑞𝑞2′′ = −ℎ2 �𝑇𝑇2 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥)�

(11)

A heat balance around the metal plate produces,

𝑞𝑞1′′ + 𝑞𝑞2′′ = −Δ𝑦𝑦𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 (𝑥𝑥)
=0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(12)

where Δ𝑦𝑦 is the plate thickness. Therefore, the energy equations are simplified to a system of

ordinary differential equations, as,

(ℎ1 + ℎ2 )𝜌𝜌1 𝑙𝑙1 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,1 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,1
(ℎ1 + ℎ2 )𝜌𝜌2 𝑙𝑙2 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,2 𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥,2

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥)
+ ℎ1 ℎ2 (𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑇𝑇2 (𝑥𝑥)) = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇2 (𝑥𝑥)
− ℎ1 ℎ2 (𝑇𝑇2 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥)) = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑥𝑥 = 0 ∶ 𝑇𝑇1 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑇𝑇10

𝑥𝑥 = 𝐿𝐿 ∶ 𝑇𝑇2 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑇𝑇20

where 𝑥𝑥 is the distance through the heat exchanger.
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(13)

(14)

(15)
(16)

The highest efficiencies in heat exchangers occur when the flows are balanced. A balanced
heat exchanger will transfer heat across streams with the same temperature difference at all
locations along the heat exchanger. This is usually identical to when both hot and cold streams
have the same product of 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 . For multi-channels, the sum of the 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 products is used to

determine if the system is balanced. The temperature profiles for a simple, balanced heat exchanger
are straight and parallel (Figure 2-3). In more complex exchangers, the temperature profiles may
not necessarily be straight. However, they remain equidistant throughout and in a sense are still
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Figure 2-3. Temperature profiles for the hot and cold streams (top and bottom, respectively) and for the plate separating
them (middle line) in a counter-current, steady-state, balanced heat exchanger with 𝜻𝜻 = −𝟏𝟏 and temperature boundary
conditions/set points set at the hot (𝒙𝒙 = 𝟎𝟎) end for the hot stream and the cold (𝒙𝒙 = 𝟐𝟐 ) end for the cold stream.

parallel. In either case, the exchanger is balanced as long as the temperature difference between
hot and cold streams is constant. That is,
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(17)

𝑇𝑇ℎ (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 (𝑥𝑥) ≡ Δ𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎

where 𝑇𝑇ℎ (𝑥𝑥) and 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 (𝑥𝑥) are the temperatures of the hot and cold streams and functions of position
inside the heat exchanger, respectively, and 𝑎𝑎 is a constant. In this definition, the interior

temperature profiles are generally unknown. A more reasonable denotation depends only on the
usually known inlet and outlet temperatures, namely,

(18)

𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

This second denotation rigorously describes the balanced condition for simple heat exchangers
with straight temperature profiles and remains a practical definition for balanced conditions when
the temperature profiles are not straight.

2.1.4. Heat Transfer Rate Ratio

Several convenient dimensionless numbers help describe heat exchanger performance. One of
these numbers is the ratio of mass flow rates multiplied by the heat capacities in each channel.
Identified as 𝜁𝜁 in this paper, the equation below represents this parameter for systems with unit
width in both streams,

𝜁𝜁(𝑥𝑥) =

𝑚𝑚̇1 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,1 𝐿𝐿1 𝑣𝑣1 𝜌𝜌1 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,1
=
𝑚𝑚̇2 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,2 𝐿𝐿2 𝑣𝑣2 𝜌𝜌2 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,2

(19)

1

where 𝑚𝑚̇𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 , 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 , 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , and 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 represent the mass flow rate, specific heat capacity, the channel
2

thickness, velocity, and density of stream 𝑖𝑖 . The index 𝑖𝑖 is 1 for the hot stream and 2 for the cold
stream. The parameter 𝜁𝜁(𝑥𝑥) is positive for co-current and negative for countercurrent heat
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exchangers because of the directions and signs on the velocities. Thus, to be consistent, the mass
flow rates in Eq. (19) are signed values, with flows in opposite directions having opposite signs.
For heat exchangers that involve more than one hot or cold stream, 𝜁𝜁 uses the flow-weighted sum
of the flows, turning Eq. (19) into,

𝜁𝜁(𝑥𝑥) =

∑ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
∑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖

(20)

where 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 is the cross sectional heat transfer area occupied by stream 𝑖𝑖.

In a simple, balanced, counter-current heat exchanger, the value of 𝜁𝜁 is generally at or nearly -

1 and is practically independent of 𝑥𝑥. 𝜁𝜁 is a function of position only when the physical fluid
properties vary with temperature and thus position. When this is the case, an average 𝜁𝜁-value close
to -1 can be assumed to be a balanced condition provided that no complexities, such as phase

changes, occur in the heat exchanger. Inside the heat exchanger, heat transfer coefficients may also
depend on position.
Should the hot stream flow rate increase by 35%, the value of 𝜁𝜁 would decrease from -1 to -

1.35 and the ensuing heat exchanger temperature profiles would look approximately like those

shown Figure 2-4. The same change in 𝜁𝜁 would be observed after increasing the hot-side heat
capacity, density, or channel thickness. Equivalently, after decreasing any of those same properties

of the cold stream by 35% relative to the values that produced the results in Figure 2-3 effects the
same change in 𝜁𝜁.
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Figure 2-4. Temperature profiles for the hot and cold streams and for the plate separating them in a counter-current,
steady-state heat exchanger with 𝛇𝛇 = −𝟏𝟏. 𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑.

As Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 portray, the practical result is that the difference between the hot
inlet and cold outlet temperatures decreases by about 8 °C, from about 10 °C to about 2 °C. The
difference between the cold inlet and hot outlet temperatures increases by about 10 °C, from about
10 °C to about 20 °C. The temperature increase on the cold inlet end is slightly larger than the
decrease on the hot inlet end.
A conceptually similar but quantitatively opposite result occurs if the cold stream flow rate
were to increase by 35% from its balanced value (Figure 2-5). That is, the hot inlet temperature
difference increases from 10 °C to about 20 °C while the cold inlet temperature difference
decreases from about 10 °C to about 4 °C.
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Figure 2-5. Temperature profiles for the hot and cold streams and for the plate separating them in a counter-current,
steady-state heat exchanger with 𝜻𝜻 = −𝟎𝟎. 𝟕𝟕𝟕𝟕.
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Figure 2-6. Temperature profiles for the hot and cold streams and for the plate separating them in a counter-current,
steady-state, balanced heat exchanger with 𝜻𝜻 = −𝟏𝟏 but with both hot and cold flows 35% higher than the conditions in
Figure 2-3.
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Changes in heat exchanger outlet temperatures such as those described above occur in
transients affiliated with load changes, process upsets, and similar real-world events. The realword behaviors commonly persist for a finite time as the process returns to normal operation. It is
also common that flows in both streams change simultaneously. For example, if the flow rates of
both hot and cold streams increase by 35%, the heat exchanger would go back to a balanced
condition, but with moderately higher temperature differences between the streams (about 12 °C,
or 2 °C higher) compared with the conditions in Figure 2-3, as shown in Figure 2-6. Many times
changes or upsets cause the heat exchanger performance to deviate from starting conditions like
Figure 2-3 making them shift in time through conditions similar to Figure 2-4 and/or Figure 2-5,
ending back at the conditions in Figure 2-3 or Figure 2-6. When the conditions in Figure 2-4 and
Figure 2-5 prevail, the product or process will often not meet specifications or not be produced at
all. This results in lost production, increased waste, and commonly increases the safety or
environmental hazards. The dynamic heat exchangers proposed in this paper minimize the effects
of transients and apply to many types of heat exchangers and fluids.

2.2.

Experimental System

2.2.1. Device Description

The dynamic heat exchanger system can either retrofit an existing heat exchanger or use an
entirely new heat exchanger. The following section first discusses the retrofit option in the context
of a classical, two stream exchanger and applies most conveniently to a system that involves
relatively high volumetric heat capacities, such as those containing at least one liquid stream.
Alternatively, a new heat exchanger with one or more additional streams may better address the
issues if one or more of the streams has low volumetric heat capacities, such as gases, or if there
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is some safety, environmental or similar reason not to install t-joints in existing lines. The
discussion of this multi-stream version follows that of the retrofit option in the context of adding
one additional stream to a two-stream heat exchanger.

2.2.2. Retrofit Configuration

The configuration requires one or more additional valves, pumps, and tanks but does not
require replacing or moving an existing heat exchanger. One simple form (Figure 2-7) modifies an
existing heat exchanger (E-102), hot and cold inlet flows (P-649/637 and P-639/636, respectively),
outlet flows (P-643 and P-651), and flow controllers. The modifications include a valve, bidirectional pump, and tank with optional heating or cooling or insulation for each of the hot and
cold inlet lines (V-209, E-107, E-105 and E-106, respectively for the hot flow and V-210, E-108,
E-104, and E-103, respectively, for the cold flow) connected with bi-directional pipes (P-654 and
P-644 for the hot flow and P-653 and P-642 for the cold flow). The pumps would normally have
associated controllers (not illustrated), which would need to be bi-directional, or able to control
flows in both directions. In its absolute simplest form, the system needs only the equipment
connected to the hot or the cold flow, not both, though both appear in this illustration.
Under normal conditions, there would be no flow to or from the tanks and the heat exchanger
would operate as usual. If an upset or transient changes one or both of the flows, the dynamic
system creates a compensating flow using the ancillary systems such that the flow through the heat
exchanger remains balanced, the level of material in the tanks changes, and the heat exchanger
operates at its highest efficiency.
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Figure 2-7. Simplest form of the retrofit dynamic heat exchanger.

When the upset passes or the transient subsides, flows in the ancillary systems return to zero.
A future transient or upset in the opposite direction allows the system to return to its original
condition, including the original levels of stored material in the tank. Thus the system smooths
flow rate changes, random transients, and other dynamics.
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Figure 2-8. Schematic drawing of a dynamic, two-stream heat exchanger.

In practice, bidirectional pumps are rare and both inefficient and expensive compared to
traditional, uni-directional pumps. Bidirectional controllers are even more rare and expensive. And
the pumps and controllers are expensive compared to valves. The remainder of this discussion
presumes a configuration that allows a single, uni-directional pump to accomplish the same thing,
removing the complexity of two pumps and controllers but adding more valves. The plumbing
complicates the flow diagram, but the operating principle is the same as indicated in the less
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complex system illustrated in Figure 2-8. The following discussion describes the hot inlet and
associated equipment first, followed by the cold inlet and associated equipment.
The incoming hot stream (P-533) connects to a t-junction, one line from which (P-590)
connects to the heat exchanger (E-76) and represents the heat exchanger inlet hot flow. The stream
connected to the heat exchanger (P-590) may have different properties, commonly a different flow
rate than the incoming hot stream (P-533), and this difference is important to this work. The second
line (P-542) from the t-joint in the incoming hot stream connects to a three-way valve (V-177).
One line (P-605) from this valve (V-177) connects to the cold side of this process through a threeway valve (V-196), and is discussed later in conjunction with the remaining cold-side components.
The other line (P-602) from this valve (V-177) connects to a t-joint (joint connecting P-602, P606, and P-568). One line (P-568) from this t-joint leads to the pump (E-79). The second line (P606) from this t-joint connects with a three-way valve (V-189). One line (P-603) from this valve
connects to a different three-way valve (V-197) which lies on the cold-side of the system and is
discussed later. The second line (P-583) connects to a hot storage tank (E-86).
The inlet cold stream (P-545) connects to a t-junction, one line from which (P-551) connects
to the heat exchanger (E-76) and represents the heat exchanger inlet cold flow. This flow may
differ, specifically in flow rate, from the incoming cold stream (P-545), and this difference is
important to this work. The other line (P-570) from the t-junction connects to a three-way valve
(V-196). One line (P-605) from this three-way valve (V-196) has already been discussed above.
The second line (P-607) from the three-way valve (V-196) connects to another t-junction. One line
(P-550) from this t-joint is the pump (E-79) outlet. The other line (P-604) from this t-junction
connects to a three-way valve (V-197). One line from this three-way valve (V-197) connects to
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the cold storage (E-81). The other line (P-603) from this three-way valve (V-197) was previously
discussed.
A flow controller/meter for the pump controls the outlet stream (P-550) but could also be on
the inlet stream (P-568). Temperature indicators (TI-1, TI-2, TI-3, and TI-4) for the heat exchanger
incoming and outgoing hot and cold streams (P-590, P-551, P-594, and P-585, respectively) could
similarly be located in a variety of locations, though locating close to the heat exchanger is
preferred. Flows illustrated with no directional arrows could be in either direction and flow in
different directions, depending on operational modes.
As illustrated in this diagram, a small portion of the hot and cold streams can mix during
dynamic heat exchanger operation. Specifically, the amount of material in the pump inlet and
outlet, P-568 and P-550, respectively, and in the pump E-79 and some of the surrounding lines
could mix when operation changes modes. If the pump (E-79) is bidirectional, meaning it can
pump in either direction, the plumbing could be simplified. Also, the three-way valves illustrated
here could be replaced with more common in-line valves located in pipes P-602, P-603, P-604,
and P-605 and accomplish the same control. However, this would slightly increase the potential
mixing of materials from the cold and hot streams when operating modes change. All of these
issues can be resolved by changing the number or location of valves in the system.
A heater (E-86) and a chiller (E-81) for the hot and cold storage tanks (E-80 and E-77,
respectively) optionally provide means to overcome heat losses and slight temperature differences
if needed. The tanks also may be insulated.
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2.2.2.1.

Operation

The dynamic heat exchanger returns the heat exchanger closer to its balanced operation by
filling or emptying the storage tanks during an operational transient, using the flow rate difference
to change the relative flow rates in the heat exchanger. There is a preference for accomplishing
this by filling a tank, but the choice of filling or emptying the tank depends primarily on current
fluid levels in the tanks. It is possible that the system will manage some transients by both filling
one tank and emptying the other. The specific operations in a few specific scenarios appear below.
The first case considers a transient in which the hot incoming stream (P-533) transports more
heat or enthalpy than the cold incoming stream (P-545) can balance in the heat exchanger (|𝜁𝜁| >

1, 𝜁𝜁 < −1). In this case, a portion of the hot stream flows to the hot storage tank (E-80), or a
portion of the stored cold material in the cold storage tank (E-77) flows to the cold stream, or both,

until the transient subsides. These scenarios appear in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10, with bolded
lines representing lines with flow, arrows representing the flow direction, and dashed lines
representing lines with no flow.
The converse case involves the hot incoming stream (P-545) transporting less heat or enthalpy
than the cold incoming stream (P-533) can balance in the heat exchanger (|𝜁𝜁| < 1, −1 < 𝜁𝜁 < 0).
In this case, either a portion of the cold stream flows to the cold storage tank (E-77) or a portion
of the stored hot material in the hot storage tank (E-80) flows into the hot stream, or some
combination, until the transient subsides. These scenarios appear in Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12,
with bolded lines representing lines in which material is flowing, arrows representing the flow
direction, and dashed lines representing lines with no flow.
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Figure 2-9. Dynamic heat exchanger operation when the hot flow stream carries more heat or enthalpy than the cold stream
can balance (𝜻𝜻 < −𝟏𝟏) and a portion of the hot flow is stored in the hot storage. Solid lines contain flow moving in the
direction indicated by the arrows and dashed lines have no flow.

Reference to the parameter 𝜁𝜁 in the above figure captions indicates a summation in the

numerator of all high-temperature streams, and in the denominator of all low-temperature streams:

𝜁𝜁 =

∑ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
∑ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚̇ 𝚤𝚤 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
=
∑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 ∑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑚𝑚̇ 𝚤𝚤 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
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Figure 2-10. Dynamic heat exchanger operation when the hot flow stream carries more heat or enthalpy than the cold
stream can balance (𝜻𝜻 < −𝟏𝟏) and the fluid in the cold storage tank supplements the cold flow to help balance the heat
exchanger. Bold, solid lines contain flow moving in the direction indicated by the arrows and dashed lines have no flow.

To preserve the sign of 𝜁𝜁, mass flows in opposite directions should have opposite signs in the

last form of this fraction.

The main objectives of this heat exchanger are to minimize the entropy production, Gibbs
Energy loss and exergy loss in the heat exchanger, and to allow process flows to change quickly
without compromising the exit temperature targets. In simple heat exchangers, this occurs as 𝜁𝜁

approaches -1. In complex systems involving large variations in heat capacity, condensation,
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vaporization, reactions, streams entering one side of the heat exchanger at significantly different
temperatures, or other complicating factors, entropy production, Gibbs energy loss, and exergy
loss might be minimized when 𝜁𝜁 differs somewhat from -1.
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Figure 2-11. Dynamic heat exchanger operation when the cold flow stream carries more heat or enthalpy than the hot
stream can balance (−𝟏𝟏 < 𝜻𝜻 < 𝟎𝟎) and a portion of the cold flow is stored in the cold storage. Solid lines contain flow moving
in the direction indicated by the arrows and dashed lines have no flow.

In normal heat exchanger operation, the stored fluid temperature in the tank is somewhat closer
to the average temperature (cooler in the hot tank and warmer in the cold tank) than the incoming
streams. If the heat exchanger balance improves by withdrawing flows, this difference will be
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smaller than if it balances by adding flow. The heating/cooling elements and well-insulated tanks
can eliminate this difference.
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Figure 2-12. Dynamic heat exchanger operation when the cold flow stream carries more heat or enthalpy than the hot
stream can balance (−𝟏𝟏 < 𝜻𝜻 < 𝟎𝟎) and the stored hot fluid is used to supplement the hot flow rate. Solid lines contain flow
moving in the direction indicated by the arrows and dashed lines have no flow.
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Table 2-1. Main dimension of Swep B10THx8 plate heat exchanger

2.2.2.2.

Dimension

Value

Plate length (in/mm)

11.45/291

Plate width (in/mm)

4.72/120

Plate thickness (in/mm)

0.0118/0.3

Heat transfer area (ft2/m2)

2.04/0.19

Height (in/mm)

1.16/29.4

Apparatus

The dynamic heat exchanger uses a small, commercial two-stream brazed-plate heat exchanger
(Swep B10THx8), with traditional incoming and outgoing hot and cold streams configured
essentially identical to the system shown in Figure 2-8. It functions at reasonably good efficiency
when balanced, similar to most installed heat exchangers in industrial practice. Table 2-1
summarizes geometrical features of this plate heat exchanger. The working fluid in this experiment
is water. A bi-directional pump, with appropriate valves and plumbing, moves fluid in the
appropriate direction. Great Plains Industry TM050-N ½” NPT flow meters monitor the water
flow rates. Vallworx 5610A-DPS Digital Control Valves coupled with the meters through the

control system deliver the flow control of the process. Omega T-type thermocouples (Omega
KMTSS-125G-6) record the temperature of all streams at both inlets and outlets through the heat
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exchanger as well as the tank fluid temperatures. A National Instruments board (NI cDAQ9188XT) connected to a personal computer provides data acquisition and process control.

2.2.3. Non-retrofit Configuration

The non-retrofit configuration of the dynamic heat exchanger cannot retrofit an existing heat
exchanger. Rather, it requires an entirely new heat exchanger with one additional stream. This
design is most suitable to systems in which the streams are gases or other materials that tanks
conveniently store, systems with highly corrosive or reactive streams, or similar systems in which
the material in the streams is either impractical or imprudent to store.
This device description recommends using three-way valves and t-joints in several locations.
Any practical equivalent to this system is appropriate. In the case of t-joints, t-joints with valves
or three-way valves would be appropriate alternatives. In the case of three-way valves, any system
that can stop flow in all three streams or allow flow between two of the three streams suffices. A
schematic drawing of the dynamic, multi-stream heat exchanger appears in Figure 2-13. The
configuration requires a multi-stream heat exchanger (E-98), and as many hot and cold inlets as
needed for the process, represented in the figure as a single stream for all hot inlets (P-622) and a
different stream for all cold inlets (P-623). These connect to corresponding outlets (P-625 and P629, respectively). The system includes one additional stream on both sides of the heat exchanger
(P-624 and P-630), and this stream connects the two storage tanks together (E-95 and E-96).
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Figure 2-13. Configuration of the non-retrofit dynamic heat exchanger.

It connects to hot storage (E-96) and cold storage (E-95) tanks. A bidirectional pump (E-100)
or a unidirectional pump with appropriate valves and plumbing, moves fluid in the new stream.
The pump would normally have associated controllers (not illustrated), which would need to
control flows in both directions. This new, bi-directional stream (P-624 and P-630) and
corresponding pump and valves represent one balancing stream.
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Under normal conditions, there would be no flow to or from the tanks and the additional (third)
stream (P624 or P-630) is stagnant inside the heat exchanger. This stagnant stream requires a larger
heat exchanger than would be required if it were not present to achieve the same outlet conditions.
The change in size decreases with increasing fluid thermal conductivity and decreasing channel
thickness. Ideal fluids for this third stream have high thermal conductivity, high heat capacity (to
minimize the volume stored in the tanks), and low viscosity.
If an upset or transient changes one of the cold or hot flows, the dynamic system compensates
by adjusting the balancing stream through filling one tank by emptying the other tank such that the
heat exchanger functions at its highest efficiency. When the transient subsides or the upset passes,
the third stream becomes stagnant and the level of the material in the tanks remains unchanged. A
future transient or upset in the opposite direction allows the system to return to its baseline
condition, including the original levels of stored material in the tank. In this manner, the system
levels the oscillating changes in flow, random transients, and other dynamics. The remainder of
this paper provides experimental data that demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique.
The volume of the tanks should be approximately the same as the excess volume of fluid
flowing in the balancing stream during the transient. For fluid streams with short transients, this
represents a manageable volume. For a gas heat stream or a long transient, the volume could be
quite large.
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Figure 2-14. Operation of the multi-stream heat exchanger when the low-temperature stream contains less energy or
enthalpy than can be balanced by the high-temperature stream (|𝜻𝜻| > 𝟏𝟏). Solid lines contain flow moving in the direction
indicated by the arrows and dashed lines have no flow.

2.2.3.1.

Operation

The dynamic heat exchanger returns the heat exchanger close to its balanced condition by
emptying one tank and filling the other tank during an operational transient.
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The first case considers a transient in which the cold inlet stream (P-623) transports less
enthalpy or heat than the hot inlet stream (P-622) can balance in the heat exchanger (|𝜁𝜁| > 1,

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝜁𝜁 < −1). In this case, a portion of the stored cold material in the cold storage tank (E-95) flows

through the third stream until the transient subsides. The required amount of the material flowed
from the cold storage tank is dictated by the digital controller installed by the pump. Figure 2-14
exhibits this scenario, with bolded lines representing lines with flow, dashed lines representing
lines with no flow, and arrows representing the flow direction.
Conversely, if the hot inlet stream (P-622) carrying less enthalpy or heat than the cold inlet
stream (P-623) can balance in the heat exchanger (|𝜁𝜁| < 1, −1 < 𝜁𝜁 < 0), a portion of the stored

hot material in the hot storage tank (E-96) flows through the third stream until the transient
subsides. Figure 2-15 displays this scenario, with bolded lines representing lines with flow, dashed
lines representing lines with no flow, and arrows representing the flow direction.
The objectives of this heat exchanger is to minimize the entropy production and the Gibbs
energy loss in the heat exchanger and to allow process flows to change quickly without
compromising the exit flow temperature targets. In simple heat exchangers, this occurs as 𝜁𝜁

approaches -1. In complex systems involving large variations in heat capacity, condensation,
vaporization, reactions, streams entering one side of the heat exchanger at significantly different
temperatures, or other complicating factors, entropy and Gibbs energy loss might be minimized
when the global average of 𝜁𝜁 differs somewhat from -1.
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Figure 2-15. Operation of the multi-stream heat exchanger when the low-temperature stream contains less energy or
enthalpy than can be balanced by the high-temperature stream (|𝜻𝜻| < 𝟏𝟏). Solid lines contain flow moving in the direction
indicated by the arrows and dashed lines have no flow.

A fluid with a high volumetric energy flow (high volumetric heat capacity) in the third stream
can balance a heat exchanger, which in turn decreases the size of tanks needed for a given
magnitude and duration of a transient and may improve the heat transfer rates in the exchanger.
For example, the new stream may include a fluid near its critical point, a molten metal, a salt
solution, or any number of other fluids that have very high volumetric heat capacities. In normal
heat exchanger operation, the temperature of the material stored in the tank is close to the average
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temperature of the incoming streams (slightly warmer in the cold tank and cooler in the hot tank).
However, the fluids will generally not equal the incoming stream temperatures, and they may lose
or gain heat during storage. Therefore, the process may require some sort of tank temperature
control, as illustrated, to compensate for these process realities.

Hot
(a)

ABCABCABC

Cold

(b)

Figure 2-16. (a) Inside flow arrangement and (b) drawing of three gaskets in their correct orientation inside the custommade, three-stream heat exchanger.
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2.2.3.2.

Apparatus

The dynamic heat exchanger used in this work is a custom-built, plate-and-frame, three-stream
heat exchanger plumbed as shown in Figure 2-16. It includes 29 custom-made, aluminum plates
with incoming and outgoing hot and cold streams and a third stream connecting two storage tanks.
The exchanger stream pattern alternates each stream between streams of the other two fluids in a
cyclic pattern. It operates at reasonable efficiency when balanced, similar to most installed heat
exchangers in industrial applications. Table 2-2 provides geometrical features of this exchanger,
while the experimental heat exchanger is shown in Figure 2-17. The working fluid in this
experiment is water. A bi-directional pump, with appropriate valves and plumbing, moves fluid in
the balancing stream. All channels have equal width for this exchanger because all the streams are
liquid. However, if one of the incoming streams is gas, then the channel carrying the gas stream
must either be wider or have a much higher velocity, or both, than the channel carrying liquid
stream. This is because gas has much lower density than liquid, so the volume of the gas channel
per length should increase to maintain equal 𝑚𝑚̇𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 for both gas and liquid channels.
2.2.4. Experimental Procedure

The general experimental approach demonstrated here establishes a steady, balanced flow
through the exchanger, and then changes one stream flow to imbalance the exchanger, followed
by returning the flow back to the balanced condition. The changes are step changes in flow. The
system continuously monitors outlet temperatures to evaluate the exchanger performance. This
provides accurate indication of the exchanger dynamic response. Experiments reported here
include heat exchanger performance with the dynamic system idle and active.
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Table 2-2. Geometry of the custom-made, three-stream plate heat exchanger

Dimension

Value

Plate length (in/mm)

12/305

Plate width (in/mm)

4/102

Plate thickness (in/mm)

0.031/0.79

Heat transfer area (ft2/m2)

14.5/0.093

Height (in/mm)

4.5/114

Flow conditions during active system operation depend on whether they reference the process
streams or the heat exchanger streams. Process streams refer to calculations based on flow rates of
streams approaching the heat exchanger prior to the location of their interface with the dynamic
heat exchanger system. Heat exchanger streams refer to calculations based on the flows in the heat
exchanger itself. When the dynamic system is idle, these are identical. When it is active, they differ
significantly. All discussions here refer to the system flow rates, not the flow rates in the
exchanger.

2.2.5. Rapid System Response

The dynamic heat exchanger, in addition to maintaining optimal efficiency and meeting set
points during transients, also allows the process to move through these transients much more
rapidly than is common for traditional heat exchangers.
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Figure 2-17. Experimental dynamic heat exchanger.

Since the exchangers discussed here maintain essentially the same temperature profile through
the transient, the heat exchanger experiences essentially no thermal stress and presents little if any
barrier to the speed of the transient. Unlike traditional heat exchangers, which experience thermal
stresses and other temperature-profile-related performance issues during transients, these heat
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exchangers have no such variations. In the experimental verifications that follow, step changes in
stream properties, which are the fastest possible changes in conditions, illustrate this improved
response time. Many, probably most, actual flow changes occur more slowly and probably over
smaller ranges. The success with step changes in flows illustrated here indicate that the system can
manage any slower or smaller flow perturbations at least as effectively.

2.3.

Mathematical Modeling

The purpose of this section is to define a very simple unsteady-state model for plate heat
exchanger to apply it for more advanced control structures such as model predictive control
(MPC). The literature dealing with the heat exchanger models is covered and then the developed
model is compared with the experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the model.
The literature dealing with the mathematical modeling and optimization of plate heat
exchangers is vast. Watson et al. [82] and Jackson and Troupe [83] presented a numerical model
for plate heat exchangers using the Runge-Kutta integration method. Wolf [84], Bounopane et al.
[85] and Zaleski [86] applied the eigenvalue method for the analytical solution of the obtained
system of differential equations. Marano and Jechura [87] advanced the analytical model to make
it more appropriate for computer simulation. Zaleski and Klepacka [88] used linear exponential
functions, and Settari and Venart [89] used the polynomial form to approximating the steady-state
temperature distribution and thermal efficiency of plate heat exchangers. All these steady-state
analyses were presented in much precise form by Kandlikar and Shah [90].
Although considerable investigations on the steady-state analysis of plate heat exchangers
exist, transient analyses of plate heat exchangers are less available in the literature. McKnight and
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Worley [91] were the first to bring out study in this area. They applied the feedback control of high
velocity flow for this performance analysis. Khan et al. [92] investigated the theoretical and
experimental dynamic analysis of a counter-current plate heat exchanger subject to flow transients.
Sharifi et al. [93] and Lakshmanan and Potter [94] developed a cinematic model to predict the
dynamic behavior of a single-pass plate heat exchanger numerically. Dwivedi et al. [95], and
Georgiadis and Macchietto [96] applied a finite difference scheme to develop a computer-aided
model to study different features of plate heat exchangers.
The unsteady-state energy balances mathematically model a plate heat exchanger. It is essential
to resort to certain assumptions which are reasonable for normal range of operation. The following
assumptions are considered to develop the mathematical model:
1. The flow arrangement is countercurrent;
2. The thermophysical properties of the fluids are independent of temperature;
3. Heat conduction along the plate is negligible;
4. Heat transfer takes place only across the plates and not through ports or sealing edges;
5. Fluids have no velocity profile;
6. There is no phase change;
7. The projected area of plate is considered as heat transfer area;
8. There is no heat-in-leakage to the atmosphere.
The assumption of uniform flow inside the channel is appropriate because the channel gap is
very small. This simple model does not consider complexities; such as flow maldistribution inside
the heat exchanger or time or entry-length dependence of the heat transfer coefficients.
Significantly relaxing the above-mentioned assumptions complicates the model. The purpose of
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this model is to capture the essential behavior of the exchanger as compactly and efficiently as
possible for potential use in model predictive control or other similar applications. As is later
demonstrated, this model captures most of the system behavior within the data accuracy.

Figure 2-18. Control volume of the fluid inside the channel and the solid control volume in the plate.

Figure 2-18 shows the schematic of the counter-current, single pass plate heat exchanger using
the aforementioned assumptions. The channels are numbered from 1 to 𝑁𝑁, and the plates from 1
to 𝑀𝑀. Each plate exchanges heat with fluids flowing on both of its sides excepting the 1st and the

Mth plate, which are in contact with only one fluid. Small control volumes for the fluids inside the
channels and the separation solid are taken into consideration to derive the following transport
equations:
For fluid 1,
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𝜌𝜌1 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝1 �

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗
ℎ1
− 𝑣𝑣1
�+
�2𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 � = 0 ,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
𝐿𝐿1
= 2,4,6, … , 𝑁𝑁 − 1; 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀𝑀

𝑗𝑗

(22)

For fluid 2,

𝜌𝜌2 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 2 �

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇2,𝑗𝑗+1
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇2,𝑗𝑗+1
ℎ2
+ 𝑣𝑣2
�−
�𝑇𝑇 + 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖+1 − 2𝑇𝑇2,𝑗𝑗+1 � = 0 , 𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝐿𝐿2 𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖

(23)

= 1,3,5, … , 𝑁𝑁; 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀𝑀

For the intermediate plates,

𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝑤𝑤 𝛿𝛿

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖
− ℎℎ �𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 � + ℎ2 �𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑗𝑗+1 � = 0, 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑁; 𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

For the 1st plate,

𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝑤𝑤 𝛿𝛿

(24)

= 2, … . , 𝑀𝑀 − 1

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖
− ℎ1 �𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 � = 0,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

For the Mth plate,
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, 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑁; 𝑖𝑖 = 1

(25)

𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝑤𝑤 𝛿𝛿

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖
+ ℎ2 �𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇2,𝑗𝑗+1 � = 0, , 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑁; 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑀𝑀
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(26)

1

where 𝛅𝛅 is the plate thickness, 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 is the channel thickness, and ℎ𝑖𝑖 is the heat transfer coefficient
2

that needs to be determined by experiment. The general correlation of plate heat exchangers
describes the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on flow rate as follows,

1

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 3
where the Prandtl number exponent is assumed to be

1
3

(27)

, which is typical for plate heat exchangers.

Studies [97-99] show that for plate heat exchangers, parameters 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏 in Eq. (27) have

greater influence on heat transfer coefficient than Prandtl number exponent. Strictly speaking, this
equation correlates the heat transfer coefficient under steady-flow conditions. Here it determines
the heat transfer coefficient under both steady-state and transient conditions without modification.
While a significant literature exists on transient modifications for such heat transfer coefficients
[100-106], the model results shown here are accurate without such modifications, as will be shown
later. The following section describes how to compute the heat transfer coefficient.

2.3.1. Parameter Estimation

When there is no heat loss to the environment, the heat load of a plate heat exchanger can be
calculated as,
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𝑄𝑄 = 𝑁𝑁 × 𝑈𝑈 × 𝐴𝐴 × 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =

�𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 � − �𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 �
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

�𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �
�𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 �

(28)

(29)

𝑄𝑄 = 𝑚𝑚̇ℎ 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,ℎ (𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇ℎ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 )

(30)

𝑄𝑄 = 𝑚𝑚̇𝑐𝑐 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑐𝑐 (𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )

(31)

where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of channels, 𝑈𝑈 is the overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴𝐴 is the plate heat
exchanger area, and 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 is the logarithmic mean temperature difference, defined in Eq. (29)

[99, 107]. Assuming uniform flow distribution and constant fluids physical properties, the overall
heat transfer coefficient along the exchanger is obtained through a series association of thermal
resistances,

1
1
1
𝛿𝛿
=
+ +
𝑈𝑈 ℎℎ ℎ𝑐𝑐 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝

(32)

where the general correlation of plate heat exchangers, Eq. (27), is applied for the evaluation of
the convective coefficients, ℎℎ and ℎ𝑐𝑐 , for the selected plate surface type and geometry.

Several heat transfer experimental runs are required for the estimation of the model parameters

of Eq. (27). The inlet and outlet temperatures and flowrates are measured at each experimental run
and the corresponding average heat load is calculated through Eqs. (30) and (31). Additionally, the
experimental value of the overall heat transfer coefficient, 𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , is obtained from Eq. (28).

Therefore, the predicted value of the overall heat transfer coefficient can be calculated from Eq.
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(33), which can be reconciled to the experimental data through the least square analysis method,
as shown in Eq. (34).

𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑛𝑛) =

𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 k c
𝑚𝑚

+

1

𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒ℎ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑛𝑛 k h

𝜑𝜑(𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑛𝑛) = ��𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
𝑖𝑖=1

+

𝛿𝛿
𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝

2

(33)

(34)

Table 2-3 shows the estimated parameters of both retrofit (two-stream) and non-retrofit (threestream) plate heat exchangers. Figure 2-19 compares the experimental and the predicted values of
the heat transfer coefficient for the retrofit plate heat exchanger. The figure clearly shows the
agreement between the theoretical and experimental values.

Table 2-3. The estimated parameters of the dynamic heat exchanger

Design

𝒂𝒂

𝒃𝒃

Retrofit

0.312

0.397

Non-retrofit

0.091

0.294
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Figure 2-19. Experimental vs. predicted overall heat transfer coefficient.

Based on Shah [34], the expected overall heat transfer coefficient for plate heat exchanger for
liquid/liquid applications should be in the range of 300 to 2500 W/m2.K.

2.3.2. Discretization of Model: Orthogonal Collocation Approach

The method of lines technique numerically solves the model. The spatial derivatives

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

are

discretized, whereas the derivatives with respect to time are left intact. After replacing the partial
derivatives with their corresponding discretized terms, the system of partial differential equations
(PDEs) transforms to a set of time-dependent ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The spatial
discretization is based on the orthogonal collocation method, which is an accurate and efficient
technique to approximate a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) by their corresponding
set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [108-114].
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Based on the orthogonal collocation method, any finite domain (𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏) must be normalized in

the domain (0,1) through the following transformation:
𝑧𝑧 =

𝑥𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏 − 𝑎𝑎

(35)

where 𝑧𝑧 is the new independent variable in the (0,1) range. Then, 𝑁𝑁 interior collocation points in
the (0,1) domain are chosen while 𝑧𝑧1 = 0 and 𝑧𝑧𝑁𝑁+2 = 1 correspond to the boundary points. The

choice of the collocation points has significant impact on the accuracy of the results. The roots of
the Jacobi orthogonal polynomial provide the optimum position of the interior collocation points.
The Jacobi polynomial of 𝑁𝑁th degree is used in this work and is defined by the Rodrigues formula
as follows:

(α,β)

JN

(z)(z β (1 − z)α ) =

(−1)N Γ(β + 1) dN N+β
(1 − z)N+α )
(z
Γ(N + β + 1) dz N

(36)

where α and β are parameters characterizing the polynomial, and Γ is the Gamma function. For

the resulting set of collocation points (𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑦𝑦1 ), (𝑥𝑥2 , 𝑦𝑦2 ), … , (𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁 , 𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁 ), (𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁+1 , 𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁+1 ), (𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁+2 , 𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁+2 ),

the interpolation polynomial passing through all 𝑁𝑁 + 2 points is expressed as follows:
N+2

yN+1 (𝑧𝑧) = � yi li (𝑧𝑧)

(37)

i=1

where yN+1 is the 𝑁𝑁 + 1th degree polynomial, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the state variable corresponds to 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 , and 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)
is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial, which is expressed by the following equations:
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𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = �
N+2

li �zj � = �
j=1
j≠i

0
1

(z − zj )
=
(zi − zj ) (z

𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖 = 𝑗𝑗
pN+2 (z)
dp
(z )
− zi )( N+2 i )
dz

(38)

(39)

where pN+2 is the node polynomial and is expressed as:
pN+2 (𝑥𝑥) = (x − x1 )(x − x2 ) … (x − xN+1 )(x − xN+2 )

(40)

Knowing the Lagrange interpolation polynomial, the state variables at any points throughout the
domain is defined as:

yN+1

(𝑧𝑧 ∗ )

N+2

= � yi li (𝑧𝑧 ∗ )

(41)

i=1

The interpolation polynomial described in Eq. (41) is a continuous function and can be
differentiated:

N+2

dlj (zi )
dyN+1 (zi )
=�
y ,
dz
dz j
j=1

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑁 + 2

(42)

′
Therefore, the vector of the state variables Y, and the vector of the first spatial derivatives 𝑌𝑌𝑁𝑁+1

will become:

Y = (y1 , y2 , … , yN+1 , yN+2 )T
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(43)

′
𝑌𝑌𝑁𝑁+1

𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁+1
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁+1
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁+1
𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁+1
=�
�
,
�
,…,
�
,
�
�
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑧𝑧=𝑧𝑧0 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑧𝑧=𝑧𝑧1
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑧𝑧=𝑧𝑧𝑁𝑁+1 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑧𝑧=𝑧𝑧𝑁𝑁+2

T

(44)

Using Eqs. (42) and (44), the derivative equation can be simplified as:

(45)

Y ′ = Ʌz . Y

where Ʌ𝑧𝑧 is a (𝑁𝑁 + 2, 𝑁𝑁 + 2) square matrix and is defined by:
Ʌ𝑧𝑧 = �𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗 (𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 )
;
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝑁 + 2�

(46)

Accordingly, the spatial derivatives of the state variables become:

𝑁𝑁+2

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
�
= � Ʌ𝑧𝑧 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑘𝑘)𝑦𝑦(𝑘𝑘)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑧𝑧=𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘=1

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … . , 𝑁𝑁 + 1

(47)

After substitution of Eq. (47) into Eqs. (22) and (23), the set of PDEs are changed to the following
set of ODEs:

𝑁𝑁+2

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗
𝜌𝜌1 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝1 �
− 𝑣𝑣1 �� Ʌ𝑧𝑧 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑘𝑘)𝑇𝑇1 (𝑘𝑘) + Ʌ𝑧𝑧 (𝑖𝑖, 1)𝑇𝑇10 ��
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑘𝑘=2

ℎ1
�2𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 � = 0 ,
+
𝐿𝐿1
= 1,2, … , 𝑀𝑀
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𝑗𝑗 = 2,4,6, … , 𝑁𝑁 − 1; 𝑖𝑖

(48)

𝑁𝑁+2

𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗
𝜌𝜌1 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝1 �
− 𝑣𝑣1 �� Ʌ𝑧𝑧 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑘𝑘)𝑇𝑇1 (𝑘𝑘) + Ʌ𝑧𝑧 (𝑖𝑖, 1)𝑇𝑇10 ��
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑘𝑘=2

ℎ1
�2𝑇𝑇1,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖−1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑖𝑖 � = 0 ,
+
𝐿𝐿1
= 1,2, … , 𝑀𝑀

(49)

𝑗𝑗 = 2,4,6, … , 𝑁𝑁 − 1; 𝑖𝑖

where 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖0 represents the inlet flow temperatures. For simultaneous solving of the resulting set of
ODEs, the Rang-Kutta-Fehlberg method solves the equations.

2.4.

Results and Discussion

All of the results included here illustrate the system response to a step change in 𝜁𝜁. The change

is accomplished by changing one or both of the fluid velocities such that 𝜁𝜁 changes by about a
factor of 2. Many practical systems change velocities more slowly and over a more limited range
than this. A large step change presents the most difficult perturbation for this system to manage.
All other changes will be slower and over a more limited range in most practical systems. Such
practical systems should lend themselves to easier management with the techniques discussed here.
The changes modeled and measured here include changes in 𝜁𝜁, that is, changes in flow rate

(velocity) or heat capacity (composition). Presumably, step changes in heat exchanger design
could also be included, though it is difficult to imagine a transient situation where this would be
relevant. However, 𝜁𝜁 does not capture changes in inlet temperatures. Such temperature changes

shift the optimal efficiency of a heat exchanger higher or lower as the difference in the inlet

temperatures decreases or increases, respectively. However, a balanced and optimized heat
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exchanger will still be at its optimal operating point if 𝜁𝜁 remains constant, even if the inlet
temperatures change. The only way to improve its efficiency is to change the heat exchanger

design. If both inlet temperature and 𝜁𝜁 change, these techniques can maintain optimal conditions

by managing 𝜁𝜁 but the temperature change will still potentially affect the heat exchanger
efficiency.

2.4.1. Retrofit Configuration
2.4.1.1.

|𝜁𝜁| > 1

The experiments involve a step change in the conditions of a steady-state, nominally balanced
(|𝜁𝜁| ≈ 1) heat exchanger, causing |𝜁𝜁| to increase by a factor of nearly 2. This increase is

accomplished by changing the flowrate of one or both streams. However, in principle, shifts in
composition of either stream would accomplish the same thing. Figure 2-20 shows typical data
from one of the experiments in which the stream flow rates vary abruptly and then return to their
baseline values. The flow rate changes occur mainly by almost halving the cold stream flow rate
and secondarily by a slight increase in the hot flow rate during the idle case. The results of the
active and idle conditions come from two separate experiments and show negligible differences in
timing. However, the cold and hot flow rate differences prior to, during, and after the perturbation
correspond closely to each other in the idle case and the active case, providing an appropriate
baseline for comparison in the efficiencies.
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Figure 2-20. Temporal variation in the flowrates involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.

Figure 2-21 displays the outlet temperatures (left ordinate) and |𝜁𝜁| (right ordinate) for the idle

case. The outlet temperatures change rapidly, but more slowly than |𝜁𝜁| and the flow rates change.

The slow response is in part because the heat exchanger’s mass and heat capacity prevent
temperature from changing instantaneously and in part because it takes some time for the flow to
transit the heat exchanger.
The value of |𝜁𝜁| changes from close to unity to slightly below 2 and then returns to unity.

Figure 2-22 illustrates the outgoing temperature profiles when the dynamic technology is active.
In this case, the stream temperatures do not change noticeably.
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Figure 2-21. Temporal variation in the outlet temperatures (left ordinate) and |𝜻𝜻| (right ordinate) involving a perturbation
from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.

Figure 2-23 illustrates the heat exchanger efficiency variation in time during operations with
the dynamic heat exchanger technology active and idle for a two-stream, counter-current heat
exchanger operating with perturbations in |𝜁𝜁| ranging from 1 to 1.8, similar to the graphs shown

in the previous section. There are large transient perturbations in the computed efficiencies
associated with the rapid changes in |𝜁𝜁| at the beginning and end of the perturbation. The most

important and obvious trend in the figure is that the dynamic heat exchanger technology essentially
removes the drop in efficiency associated with the transient.
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Figure 2-22. Outlet temperature profiles in the active dynamic heat exchanger involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to
|𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.
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Figure 2-23. Efficiency variation in time during operations with the dynamic heat exchanger technology active and idle
involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.
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1.5.1.2 |𝜁𝜁| < 1

In the converse case, the cold flow increases abruptly by about 50% from its original value,

followed by a similar decrease in the cold flow in the idle case (Figure 2-24). Changes in outlet
temperatures (left ordinate) and |𝜁𝜁| (right ordinate) appear in Figure 2-25 for the idle case. Figure

2-26 and Figure 2-27 illustrate the outlet temperature profiles and the heat exchanger efficiency
changes through the process, respectively, when the dynamic technology is active and idle. The
two results shown here come from separate experiments and the beginning and ending of the |𝜁𝜁|
perturbation correspond closely but not precisely in the two cases.
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Figure 2-24. Temporal variation in the flowrates involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟔𝟔.
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Figure 2-25. Temporal variation in the outlet temperatures (left ordinate) and |𝜻𝜻| (right ordinate) involving a perturbation
from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟔𝟔.
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Figure 2-26. Outlet temperature profiles in the active dynamic heat exchanger involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to
|𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟔𝟔.
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Figure 2-27. Efficiency variation in time during operations with the dynamic heat exchanger technology active and idle
involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟔𝟔.

Similar features of the spikes in the efficiency and experiments having somewhat different
starting and stopping times for the |𝜁𝜁| perturbation apply to Figure 2-27 as applied to Figure 2-23.
The fact that the efficiency spikes occur in the opposite directions here as in the previous scenario
results from the |𝜁𝜁| perturbation being in the opposite direction, less than one, here whereas in the
previous case it was greater than one.

These two scenarios (|𝜁𝜁| > 1 and |𝜁𝜁| < 1) clearly demonstrate that the dynamic heat

exchanger technology maintains the heat exchanger efficiency at its balanced value through the
perturbation. The internal temperature profiles of the exchanger remain essentially constant during
the transient, so the process can move through the transient at arbitrarily high rates. The only design
constraint is that the tanks must be capable of holding enough fluid to last through the transient.
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In these transients, the efficiency may temporarily exceed unity when the dynamic technology
is idle because of the heat exchanger internal temperature changing during the finite transit time
of the flow through the heat exchanger. The effect of the internal temperature profile is only
significant when the dynamic heat exchanger technology is idle. The finite transit time has a
significant effect. The flow controller sensing thresholds and response time also lead to some
efficiency spikes.

2.4.2. Non-retrofit Configuration
2.4.2.1.

|𝜁𝜁| > 1

Figure 2-28 to Figure 2-31 illustrate the experimental responses of the non-retrofit
configuration when the cold flow decreases abruptly by about 50% from its original value,
followed by a similar increase in the cold flow in the idle case.
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Figure 2-28. Temporal variation in the flowrates involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.
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Figure 2-29. Temporal variation in the outlet temperatures (left ordinate) and |𝜻𝜻| (right ordinate) involving a perturbation
from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.
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Figure 2-30 Outlet temperature profiles in the active dynamic heat exchanger involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to
|𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.
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Figure 2-31. Efficiency variation in time during operations with the dynamic heat exchanger technology active and idle
involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏. 𝟖𝟖.

2.4.2.2.

|𝜁𝜁| < 1

In the converse case, the hot flow decreases abruptly by about 50% from its original value,
followed by a similar increase in the hot flow in the idle case. Figure 2-32 to Figure 2-35 presents
the experimental results to this step change.
The results of these two cases also confirm that the dynamic heat exchanger technology
maintains the heat exchanger efficiency at its balanced value through the perturbation.

2.5.

Localizing Process Disturbances

The dynamic heat exchangers demonstrably have two advantages in that they reduce or
eliminate process disturbances associated with transient changes in flowrate and greatly decrease
the time it takes for processes to move through transient conditions.
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Figure 2-33. Temporal variation in the outlet temperatures (left ordinate) and |𝜻𝜻| (right ordinate) involving a perturbation
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Figure 2-34. Outlet temperature profiles in the active dynamic heat exchanger involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to
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Figure 2-35. Efficiency variation in time during operations with the dynamic heat exchanger technology active and idle
involving a perturbation from |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟏𝟏 to |𝜻𝜻| ≈ 𝟎𝟎. 𝟔𝟔.

An additional advantage is that they can isolate process disturbances, preventing a transient
disturbance at one location from propagating through other process steps. The tendency for
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perturbations to propagate through a process increases as processes become more energy efficient
through heat integration. Heat integration means using waste heat in one location of a process to
satisfy a heat demand in a different location. While this improves energy efficiency, it increases
the dependence of process flows on each other and therefore increases the tendency of flow
disturbances to propagate their effects into other portions of the process.
These dynamic heat exchangers prevent flow disturbances from propagating past a heat
exchanger. This allows plants to be energy efficient through heat integration while minimizing
their susceptibility to propagating upsets.

2.6.

Application of the Dynamic Heat Exchanger

The CCC process operates with the same amount of refrigerant generation as use in normal
operation (balanced mode). During off peak hours, the energy-storing (ES) mode of the process
generates more refrigerant than is needed for carbon capture and stores the excess refrigerant in an
insulated vessel as a liquid at the low-temperature, modest-pressure point in the cycle. During peak
demand, the previously stored energy in the form of the stored, condensed refrigerant provides
energy recovery (ER) by replacing the compressor load by using the stored refrigerant, eliminating
nearly much of the energy demand required by cryogenic carbon capture for as long as the stored
refrigerant lasts. The whole system can be observed by Figure 2-36. The straight line is the constant
energy stream needed to capture CO2 from a plant operating at constant load. The net plant output
meets the varying demand, as indicated by the red line. The yellow line represents the NG flow
into the plant. The difference between the yellow line and its average value would be the net NG
outflow either into a simple cycle turbine or the NG pipeline. This investigation focuses on the
LNG generation process during the transients in NG flow.
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Figure 2-36. Typical power plant and system demand patterns in three cases.

Liquefaction systems generally comprise a series of compressors, coolers, expanders, and heat
exchangers. Well-designed Heat Exchanger Networks (HENs) can significantly contribute to a
decrease in energy consumption and, therefore, energy expenses [115, 116]. With proper design
of natural gas liquefaction, the CCC process allows the energy demand to occur when power costs
are low and availability is high. This time shifting or demand response enables a form of energy
storage at very large scale that is highly efficient and very cost effective. If renewable energy
appears intermittently on the grid, this renewable energy can be stored by liquefying natural gas at
an accelerated rate. When peak capacity occurs and the demand of energy is high, the cryogenic
carbon capture process described above can run on this liquefied natural gas, reducing the parasitic
load dramatically. This allows a fossil plant to follow load and to absorb intermittent renewable
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contributions at arbitrary times, effectively shifting the renewables and low-cost, low-demand
power periods to peak demand times. This potentially continually transient liquefaction process
could suffer inefficiencies and high maintenance costs associated with transient but large
differences in stream temperatures in the heat exchangers if not properly managed. Mixed
refrigerant (MR) cycles are effective in reducing the temperature difference [117], but flowrate
changes can undo an otherwise well designed refrigerant system. This investigation focuses on
managing these flowrate changes.
Most NG liquefaction investigations focus on steady-state operation [118-122]. Although there
are many publications on the steady state design and optimization of LNG processes, there are
only a few transient models. A dynamic process simulator estimates transients and dynamics and
examines and verifies control schemes. The turbo machinery and most portions other than heat
exchangers adapt relatively easily to the transients. The heat exchangers, however, become
significantly imbalanced during these transients, leading to large thermal stresses and
inefficiencies associated with large local changes in temperature and temperature differences. In
brief, using dynamic simulation, this investigation evaluates design modifications and capture
cases and quantifies the effects of flowrate changes on efficiency.
This investigation models transient natural gas liquefaction in two ways using Aspen HYSYS
Dynamics: traditional heat exchanger design (THXD) and dynamic heat exchanger design
(DHXD). In THXD, Aspen HYSYS dynamics optimizes a single mixed refrigerant (SMR)
process. In DHXD, the dynamic heat exchanger uses two methanol streams in addition to the
traditional streams to regulate flow rate and heat exchanger temperature profiles during transients.
Operating conditions, MR compositions and the nominal heat exchanger size are the same for both
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designs. K-value and U value techniques manage heat exchanger flow rates and temperature
profiles. All cases involve LNG and NG transients. Heat exchanger temperature profiles and
efficiency depend on operating conditions, as discussed below.

2.6.1. Process Design
2.6.1.1.

Feed Gas Parameters

The simulations discussed in this section require several specifications, as summarized in Table
2-4. A feed gas flow rate of 21200 kgmol/h represents the amount of natural gas required for the
steady operation of CCC on a 550 MW power plant. During energy storage and recovery, the rates
change to 29680 kgmol/h and 6360 kgmol/h, respectively. These flow rates represent a 40%
increase and a 70% decrease in coolant flow. The assumption here is that the amount of cooling
the LNG provides to the CCC process remains constant (constant boiler load) while the demand
on power for the LNG production process could change +40% to – 70% based on grid variations.
In reality, the off-peak demand commonly lasts much longer than the peak demand, so the increase
in LNG flow would be much smaller than even these numbers reflect compared to a potential large
decrease in flow. All other parameters mentioned in Table 2-5 remain constant. The liquefaction
rate is 100% after the main heat exchanger, but to satisfy the CCC process (to avoid temperature
cross in CCC’s heat exchanger, output temperature from the LNG plant should be around -120
°C), the LNG partially vaporizes (27%) after the main heat exchanger.
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Table 2-4. Mole fractions of the feed gas and other parameters in the process

Parameters

Value

Feed gas pressure

3700 kPa

Feed gas temperature

21 ᵒC

Feed gas flow rate

21200 kgmol/h

Feed gas mole fraction components

CH4

0.95

C2H6

0.03

C3H8

0.02

LNG storage pressure

1145 kPa

LNG temperature before expansion

-94 ᵒC

Liquefaction rate before expansion

100%

NG temperature after expansion

-119.4 ᵒC

Liquefaction rate after expansion

73%

Pressure drop in heat exchanger

5 kPa

Pressure drop in water cooler

1 kPa
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Notes

To simplify the process

Table 2-4. continued

Value

Parameters

Notes

Temperature after water cooler

21 ᵒC

Ambient temperature

25 ᵒC

The adiabatic efficiency of compressor

92%

[27]

The adiabatic efficiency of turbine

92%

[27]

Pressure ratio of each compressor

1-3

Water’s temperature from CCC

1.0561 ᵒC

From CCC’s temperature

-98.5 ᵒC

The minimum temperature approach

1-3 ᵒC

Parameters

Table 2-5. Basic condition for the models

Conditions

From pipeline

To CCC (final conditions )

Vapor / Phase Fraction

1

0.27

Temperature [C]

21

-119.4

Pressure [kPa]

3700

1145
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2.6.1.2.

Liquefaction Process- Single Mixed Refrigerant Cycle (SMR)

The single mixed refrigerant (SMR) is an efficient NG liquefaction process that uses only one
MR loop for pre-cooling, liquefaction, and sub-cooling (Figure 2-37). The cycle compresses and
cools the refrigerant until liquid forms, and then vaporizes the refrigerant in the LNG exchanger.
The refrigerant cools-condenses the natural gas, NG, to liquefied natural gas, LNG. The refrigerant
composition is optimized such that the temperature profiles in the heat exchangers are as close and
parallel as possible. A single LNG heat exchanger liquefies and cools the natural gas to the required
LNG storage condition of about -119.4 °C and 11.45 bar pressure. Subsequent expansion prepares
the LNG for the CCC process. The return natural gas (now all vapor) stream and a stream of water
condensed from the flue gas return from the CCC process to the LNG process.
The dynamic heat exchanger, Figure 2-37(b), maintains internal heat exchanger temperature
profiles near its balanced condition by filling or emptying the storage tanks during an operational
transient, using the flow rate difference to change the relative flow rates in the heat exchanger. The
system manages transients by either filling or emptying a tank. These dynamic heat exchangers
benefit the process in several ways. In their absence, natural gas flow rate changes cerate
temperature profile changes in the heat exchanger. PID controllers try to compensate by adjusting
refrigerant flow rate, but refrigerant flow rate changes alone cannot completely restore the
optimized temperature profile. Large temperature changes in the heat exchanger cause thermal
stresses as well as efficiency losses. The dynamic system can solve these issues.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-37. (a) THXD and (b) DHXD flowsheet of the single mixed refrigerant.
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system manages transients by either filling or emptying a tank. These dynamic heat exchangers
benefit the process in several ways. In their absence, natural gas flow rate changes cerate
temperature profile changes in the heat exchanger. PID controllers try to compensate by adjusting
refrigerant flow rate, but refrigerant flow rate changes alone cannot completely restore the
optimized temperature profile. Large temperature changes in the heat exchanger cause thermal
stresses as well as efficiency losses. The dynamic system can solve these issues. If an upset or
transient changes one of the cold or hot flows, the dynamic system compensates by adjusting the
balancing stream through filling one tank by emptying the other tank such that the heat exchanger
functions at its highest efficiency. A future transient or upset in the opposite direction allows the
system to return to its baseline condition, including the original levels of stored material in the
tank. Therefore, the system levels the periodic changes in flow, random transients, and other
dynamics. The dynamic systems cannot fully compensate for a permanent shift in flow rates, but
they can nearly perfectly compensate for temporary changes around some average.
As it already discussed, the dynamic heat exchanger in this configuration (non-retrofit) can use
essentially any fluid in the channels that connects the two tanks. An ideal fluid has a low melting
point, a high boiling point, and a high volumetric heat capacity. That is, it should be a liquid with
the ability to absorb as much heat as possible with minimal change in temperature. These
simulations use methanol as most better options were more toxic.

2.6.2. Transient Efficiency

Figure 2-38 and Figure 2-39 exhibit the efficiencies of the THXD and DHXD when both
systems experience the same disturbance in the feed gas flowrate, as described in the previous
section. The transient spikes seen in THXD data can be virtually eliminated by DHXD. Even
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though the process goes through a relatively large transient – the same transient indicated in Figure
2-38 – the heat exchanger maintains nearly constant conditions. This reduces energy input
requirements for whole system and exergy losses for heat exchanger. The efficiency for DHXD
exceeds that of the THXD as shown in Figure 2-39, where efficiencies are higher, constant, and
even during transients have almost no spikes.
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Figure 2-38. Transient flow rates and efficiencies for THXD with respect to MR and NG flow rates.
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Figure 2-39. Transient flow rates and efficiencies for DHXD with respect to MR and NG flow rates.
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3. Natural Gas Processing

This chapter is an adaptation of two published articles: (1) “Alternative extractive distillation

system for CO2-ethane azeotrope separation in enhanced oil recovery processes” published in
Applied Thermal Engineering in March 2016 [123], and (2) “Plant-wide Control of Coupled
Distillation Columns with Partial Condensers” accepted for publication in Applied Thermal
Engineering on April 2016.

3.1.

Introduction

CO2 is a common constituent of natural gas. Standards for its maximum concentration differ

from about 2% for pipeline to 50 ppm for liquefaction. All natural gas constituents absorb CO2 to
some degree when in the liquid phase, requiring multi-step natural gas treatment processes. The
existence of a minimum-boiling temperature azeotrope between ethane and carbon dioxide
particularly complicates CO2 separation. Extractive distillation with higher molecular weight
hydrocarbons as the solvent represents the most competitive means for the separating CO2 from
ethane. The conventional separation method involves two distillation columns in series and a rather
high amount of energy.
This investigation proposes an efficient method for CO2-ethane separation that produces all
products at high purity with less capital and operating costs in comparison with the conventional
system. The new operating flowsheet includes three columns: a CO2 recovery column, a solvent
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recovery column, and a concentrator column. The proposed system requires 10 % less total annual
cost (TAC) and 16% less energy compared to the conventional system at the same purification.
Additionally, unlike the conventional system, the proposed design separates CO2 in the form of a
liquid product, which avoids the high amount of energy required for the liquefaction. Thus, this
technology provides a useful alternative towards the less expensive CO2-ethane separation process.
Furthermore, an effective plant-wide control structure for this three-column extractive
distillation system is developed. Note that two columns of the proposed design use partial
condensers. The interaction among the pressure, reflux drum level, and tray temperature control
loops make the control of the partial condenser columns more complex than total condenser
columns. Results show that the proposed control structure maintains CO2 and ethane product
purities even in the presence of large feed flowrate and composition disturbances.

3.1.1. Background

Natural gas has a long-established role as a major primary energy source domestically and

internationally. Recently, U.S. natural gas supplies and consumption have increased significantly
and US natural gas prices, for the first time, are decoupled from petroleum prices. International
supply and consumption changes are better tracked and in many regions prices remain tied to
petroleum prices. Figure 3-1 clearly shows that by all reasonable accounts, natural gas will remain
and probably become an increasingly important primary energy source into the foreseeable future
[1].
The practice of natural gas treatment involves four steps: acid gas removal (sweetening), water
removal (dehydration), oil and condensate removal, and separation of natural gas liquids
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(liquefaction) [124]. The sweetening process removes acid gases (CO2 and H2S). The separation
of these gases is crucial for preventing CO2 solidification during the cryogenic steps [26, 75, 76,
125].
Methods for natural gas sweetening include chemical absorption with amines, physical
absorption, membrane permeation, and low-temperature distillation. Of these practices, absorption
using alkanolamines is the most widely used. However, this process requires a significant amount
of solvent for high CO2 concentration feedstock and presents significant safety and operational
issues. Furthermore, this process generates a low-pressure gaseous CO2 product that must be either
compressed or liquefied for possible geological sequestration. Similarly, the membrane CO2
removal system generates a low-pressure CO2 product and also suffers from high pressure drop.
The low-temperature extractive distillation process, which separates CO2 from hydrocarbons
in a conventional direct sequence of two distillation columns, has the potential to overcome some
of the aforementioned disadvantages [126]. This process presents two significant challenges: (1)
CO2 sublimation in the demethanizer, and (2) a minimum-boiling azeotrope between CO2 and
ethane (C2). Recycling some of the natural gas liquids (NGL) product from the solvent recovery
column as a solvent overcomes some of these challenges. The solvent is a mixture of the C3 and
heavier components from the original gas feed and entrains some of the CO2 down the column,
thereby reducing the CO2 freezing temperature and preventing formation of solid CO2. It also aids
in breaking the CO2-ethane azeotrope in the extractive distillation process. Compared to the amine
process, this alternative has several advantages:
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Figure 3-1. US primary energy use.

•

The system is efficient for high CO2 feed content;

•

The solvent is the by-product of the natural gas supply, which avoids using an external
solvent for the process;

•

The non-corrosive behavior of the solvent avoids using stainless steel sieves in the column;

•

The anhydrous behavior of the solvent avoids the need for a dehydration unit in the process.

Distillation is one of the most common thermal separation technologies. In spite of the
widespread industrial use and major benefits, the high energy demand for separation commonly
represents over 50% of the plant operating costs [127, 128]. Separation energy decreases as
component relative volatility increases. The last decades have led to several energy efficient
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distillation solutions based on process integration and intensification techniques, such as: cyclic
distillation, a heat-integrated distillation column, reactive distillation, and thermally coupled
columns [129-132].
Hong and Kobayashi [133] provide vapor-liquid equilibrium data for CO2-ethane separation
using n- pentane as a heavy entrainer in an extractive distillation system. Torres-Ortega [134]
investigate an alternative thermally coupled sequence (CEDSR) configuration based on a lowtemperature extractive distillation column to increase the carbon dioxide removal with lower total
annual cost (TAC). They also investigate the effect of different liquefied hydrocarbon fractions as
an entrainer, the theoretical control properties, the thermodynamic efficiency and the greenhouse
gas generation of the proposed system, and conclude that the proposed alternative has better
generalized performances than the conventional chemical absorption system. Lastari et al. [135]
studied the effects of solvent composition, solvent-to-feed ratio, and feed tray locations on the
energy requirement of the extractive distillation for a CO2-ethane azeotrope separation.
Tavan et al. [136] discuss extractive distillation for the azeotropic separation of CO2 and ethane
and the effect of feed splitting on the energy demand of the extractive distillation of this process
and observed that their proposed scheme has superior performance in terms of total energy demand
and environmental issues compared with the conventional process. Tavan et al. [137] explore the
application of the dividing-wall column (DWC) technology for the azeotropic separation of CO2
and ethane at cryogenic temperatures and compare the economic and environmental aspects of the
DWC process with the conventional system. Tavan et al. [138, 139] investigate the application of
reactive absorption (RA) to break the CO2-ethane azeotrope with low energy requirement and
compared their results with the conventional extractive distillation process. They optimize
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diethanolamine (DEA) flow rate, DEA inlet temperature, and feed inlet location with respect to
process energy demand. In another investigation [140], Tavan et al. explore a CO2-ethane
azeotropic mixture as the feed of a reforming process to convert CO2 and ethane to syngas (H2 and
CO). They suggest a Mg-type catalyst and a minimum steam/HC ratio of 1.5 to avoid coke
formation during reforming.
These methods, however, have high energy requirements and/or equipment costs as well as
long payback periods [141]. To reduce these costs, this work proposes a novel extractive
distillation system for CO2-ethane separation based on a three-column configuration that requires
less reflux ratio in the columns as well as using interconnected partial condenser columns. This
new unit meets the desired purification with less capital investment and lower energy requirements
compared with the two-column extractive system. Unlike the conventional two-column process,
this configuration produces CO2 in the form of a liquid product. Additionally, the described
process can be retrofitted to an existing plant by adding a concentrator column sequentially to the
extractive and solvent recovery columns. Aspen Plus was used to simulate and optimize the
process. To establish a fair comparison, all designs analyzed here use the sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) optimization method.

3.2.

Simulation

3.2.1. Thermodynamic Analysis

There are several methods to separate binary azeotropes:
1. Pressure-swing distillation: Two columns operating at two different pressures can achieve
separation if changes in pressure significantly shifts the azeotropic composition.
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2. Azeotropic distillation: A light entrainer component modifies the relative volatilities, or
breaks the azeotrope, with at least two components collected as distillate. Frequently,
these components are immiscible in the liquid phase and a decanter separates them. One
phase, commonly organic, refluxes the first column, whereas the second phase, commonly
aqueous plus the solvent, feeds another column to regenerate the solvent, which recycles
to the first column.
3. Extractive distillation: A third, typically heavy, component enters near the top of the first
extraction column to break the azeotrope and preferentially carry one of the light feed
components out the bottom of the column. The other light component forms a high-purity
distillate stream. The bottoms stream feeds a second column to produce a solvent bottoms
product and a high-purity light distillate product. The regenerated solvent is recycled back
to the first column. [142].
Thermodynamic and process analyses indicate the preferred separation method. The separation
method considered in this analysis includes a ternary mixture of ethane, carbon dioxide, and nbutane. Carbon dioxide and ethane have normal boiling points of 194.5 and 184.5 K, and molecular
weights of 44 and 30 kg/kmol, respectively. Carbon dioxide and ethane form a minimum-boiling
homogenous binary azeotrope as shown in Figure 3-2(a) with the azeotrope at about 67% CO2 on
a molar basis. Figure 3-2(b) and (c) show that pressure changes do not shift the relative volatility
of the CO2-ethane mixture appreciably, indicating that the pressure swing distillation is not an
appropriate method for the present investigation. However, Figure 3-2(d) clearly shows that the
addition of n-butane considerably changes the phase envelope of the system. Moreover, addition
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of n-butane decreases the CO2 freezing point to -71.6 °C, avoiding solid formation in the column
at cryogenic temperatures. CO2 and ethane behave similarly with heavier alkane hydrocarbons.
The Peng-Robinson (PR) equation of state predicts the thermodynamic behavior of CO2-ethane
mixture. Figure 3-3 compares the accuracy of the PR equation of state with experimental data
extracted from Dechema Chemistry Data Series [143]. This comparison and a large number of
similar comparisons conducted in this research group involving solids, liquids, and vapor phases
of CO2-hydrocarbon systems indicate that the PR equation, with appropriately calibrated
interaction parameters, adequately describes these systems.
The residue curve map and ternary diagram clarify the distillation process. Figure 3-4(a) shows
the single binary azeotrope at -18.64 °C at 67 mol % CO2, without any liquid phase splitting.
Figure 3-4(b) presents the residue curve lines emanating from the minimum boiling azeotrope to
the highest boiling component.
The isovolatility curve guides selection of an appropriate entrainer and determines the desired
product in the distillate stream of the extractive distillation column. The isovolatility curve traces
the conditions that produce a relative volatility of unity in a binary mixture by adding another
component to the system. The relative volatility of ethane and CO2 is unity at the azeotrope, which
is marked on the ordinate of Figure 3-4(c). As n-butane is added, the isovolatility line moves
towards the adjacent side, where the concentration of ethane goes to zero. n-butane is an effective
solvent because of the point of intersection with the CO2-nC4 edge of the triangle. Generally,
systems require less entrainer as the intersection point moves closer to the light key component
corner, which leads to decreased operating and capital costs. As shown in Figure 3-4(c), this
location is at 𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 = 0.21 (21 mol % n-butane).
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Figure 3-2. 𝑻𝑻 − 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 diagram, 𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 diagram, and phase envelope of the azeotrope mixture of CO2-ethane generated by Aspen
Plus software over a range of pressures and compositions.
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Figure 3-3. Theoretical and experimental Vapor-liquid equilibrium data for CO2-ethane mixture at 263 K.

The isovolatility curve also indicates the identity of the distillate product from the extractive
distillation column. The relative volatility between ethane and CO2 exceeds one in the region above
(to the right of) the isovolatility curve. Since the isovolatility curve in Figure 3-4(c) intercepts the
CO2–nC4 edge of the triangle, CO2 is the distillate product since the addition of n-butane into the
system shifts the relative volatility to greater than one, causing CO2 to go overhead. These results
indicate that extractive distillation can be used in the presence of a miscible mixture and a
homogeneous azeotrope. Moreover, this azeotrope reveals the attainable separation in a single
column.
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Figure 3-4. Ternary diagram (a), residue curve map (b) and isovolatility curve map (c) of the mixture of CO2, ethane
and nC4 at 24 atm.

3.2.2. Process Studied

A typical feed to the CO2 recovery column is the methane-free product of the demethanizer

column, which contains CO2, ethane, and higher molecular weight hydrocarbons. This analysis
considers the separation of a typical multi-component mixture [138, 144]. For the base case (twocolumn sequence) and the new alternative (three-column scheme), the feed basis is 4 kmol/s with
a composition of 32.25 mol % CO2 and 46.23 mol % C2. The remainder consists of hydrocarbons
ranging from propane (C3) to n-pentane (nC5). The desired product purities are 95.6 mol % CO2
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and 99.7 mol % ethane in the extractive and recovery columns, respectively. Aspen Plus with the
Peng-Robinson equation of state provides predicted thermodynamic data.

2.2.3. Conventional Direct Sequence

Figure 3-5 illustrates a direct sequence of extractive distillation columns (conventional

scheme) used to separate CO2 from ethane, and is based on the information provided by Luyben
et al. and Tavan et al. [138, 144]. Figure 3-6 displays the temperature and liquid composition
profiles for this base case. CO2 collects as the top distillate from the first distillation column
(extraction column), while the bottom product – consisting of ethane and heavier hydrocarbons
(C3+) – feeds the second distillation column (solvent recovery column).
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Figure 3-5. CO2-ethane separation with C3+ solvent in the conventional extractive distillation system.
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Figure 3-6. Temperature (a) and composition profiles in the extractive (b) and recovery (c) columns of the conventional
system.
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Figure 3-7. The flowsheet for the proposed CO2-ethane azeotrope separation.
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Ethane
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20.9 MW

1.81 kmol/s
1.13 °C
CO2 0.17 %
C2 99.7 %
C3 0.03 %

High purity ethane is obtained as the distillate product, and heavier hydrocarbons (NGL) as
the bottom product of the solvent recovery column. The recovered NGL is divided into two parts,
one of which is pumped back into the first column for breaking the azeotrope, and the second part
goes to a sequence of distillation column for separation into C3, iC4, nC4, iC5, and nC5 product
streams.

3.2.3. Alternative Process

Figure 3-7 exhibits the new flow sheet for a proposed alternative distillation sequence, which

involves three columns: the CO2 recovery or extraction column, the solvent recovery column, and
the concentrator column. In this process, not all the CO2 exits the top of the extraction column.
The bottom product of the extraction column contains 10 mol % CO2 along with ethane and heavier
hydrocarbons. The second column recovers high-purity solvent. The recovery column distillate
feeds a third or concentrator column, which produces ethane as a product and an azeotropic mixture
recycle stream.
To establish a fair comparison, the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method optimized
all designs. The SQP method has become one of the most successful methods for solving
nonlinearly constrained optimization problems [145-151]. SQP techniques have evolved from the
initial approaches introduced in the early 1960s to the more state-of-the-art techniques, which are
based on multiple shooting techniques. These SQP approaches have already proven useful in
model predictive control and dynamic optimization, among others [152-160].
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2.2.4.1. Extraction Column
The SQP optimization method coupled with the efficient sensitivity analysis tool from Aspen
Plus minimized the total energy requirement for the extractive column, as follows:

𝑆𝑆
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑄𝑄) = 𝑓𝑓 �𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 , 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 , 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 , 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑉𝑉, �
𝐹𝐹

(50)

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑦𝑦⃗𝑚𝑚 ≥ 𝑥𝑥⃗𝑚𝑚

where the optimization parameters used here are: the total number of stages (𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ), feed location

(𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 ), solvent location (𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 ), reflux ratio (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅), boilup rate (𝑉𝑉), and solvent to feed flow rate ratio
𝑆𝑆

( ), while 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 and 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 are the vectors of the obtained and desired purities for the 𝑚𝑚 products,
𝐹𝐹

respectively. An additional objective function determines the optimal energy cost vs. the number
of stages [161-163].

The optimum converged extractive column has 39 stages and operates at 24 atm. The feed gas
enters on tray 36 and the solvent with the flow rate of 2.4 kmol/s (S/F = 0.6) enters on tray 5 near
the top. Figure 3-8(a) and (b) plot the temperature and liquid composition profiles in the extractive
column, respectively. The solvent in the extractive distillation column alters the relative volatility
between CO2 and ethane, driving CO2 to the top of the column and ethane to the bottom. The upper
section of the column (above the entrainer feed location) separates the CO2 and the entrainer.
Figure 3-8(b) indicates that the CO2 concentration increases at the entrainer entry point (stage
5). The middle of the column, between the entrainer feed stage and the fresh feed stage, prevents
ethane from going up the column. Figure 3-8(b) clearly shows that the concentration of ethane
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increases from stages 5 to 36, where the entrainer and the feed enter, respectively. The bottom of
the column, below the fresh feed location, prevents CO2 from going down the column.
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Figure 3-8. Temperature (a) and composition profiles in the extraction (b) and solvent recovery (c) columns of the proposed
process.

The extractive column produces a CO2-rich distillate (95.6 mol %). Figure 3-9 illustrates the
effects of changing the solvent flow rate (𝑆𝑆) and/or reflux ratio (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅). Increasing the reflux ratio
decreases the impurity of solvent in the distillate, while increasing solvent flow rate improves the
distillate CO2 purity. However, the same is not true for the CO2-ethane system when using the
NGL solvent. The effect of higher solvent flow rates depends on the reflux ratio; in the higher RR
range, increasing solvent flow rate also increases the distillate CO2 purity (Figure 3-9(a)).
However, in the lower RR range, the opposite occurs.
Additionally, Figure 3-9(b) reveals non-monotonic relationships between RR and both of the
distillate impurities (C2 and C3), but they are opposite in shape. The C2 curve (the HK component)
reaches a minimum and the C3 curve (the lightest of the components in the NGL solvent) reaches
a maximum. The same relationships are also true of the solvent flow rate: more solvent decreases
C2 impurity, but increases C3 impurity.
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Figure 3-9. Effect of solvent and reflux ratio on CO2 purity: (a) and CO2 impurities in the extractive column distillate (b).
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These interesting phenomena occur because the solvent is chemically similar to the LK
component being separated from CO2. While operating at the lower of the two possible reflux
ratios, the minimum solvent flow rate is found which meets the two specifications for the extractive
column. As shown in Figure 3-7, the solvent flow rate is 2.4 kmol/s and the reflux ratio is 4.61.
The resulting heat exchanger duties are 87.86 MW in the condenser and 15.12 MW in the reboiler.
The distillate flow rate is 1.347 kmol/s of mostly CO2 (95.6 mol %) with impurities of 2.9 mol %
ethane and 1.4 mol % propane. The bottoms flow rate of the column is 6.4 kmol/s and carries most
of the ethane, some of the CO2 in the fresh feed, and heavier hydrocarbons to the solvent recovery
column.
The distillate of the extractive column in this design remains liquid. However, the distillate of
the conventional design cools the recycled NGL, which converts it to a vapor stream. There are
several potential heat integration steps for this liquid stream, depending on the potential use of the
CO2. For example, a simple pump could pressurize the stream to above its vapor pressure at
ambient conditions. The stream could then warm to ambient temperature by heat integration with
any one or several of the condensers, further decreasing the process energy demand. The final
liquid stream would then be suitable for enhanced oil recovery or other pipeline-based, large-scale
CO2 applications. Alternatively, if the CO2 is to be locally vented, the stream could reduce the
overall process energy demand significantly by heat integration with one or more of the condenser
circuits. Future work is exploring these and other potential applications.

2.2.4.2. Solvent Recovery Column
The solvent recovery column has 37 stages and the bottom stream of the extractive column is
fed on tray 15. Unlike the conventional design that uses a total condenser, this column in the
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proposed design has a partial condenser. The design specifications of this column are 0.3 mol %
propane in the distillate and 0.05 mol % ethane in the bottoms. A reflux ratio of 1.08 achieves
these specifications.
Figure 3-8(a) and Figure 3-8(c) exhibit the temperature and liquid composition profiles in the
solvent recovery column, respectively. The ethane and CO2 concentrations functionally
monotonically decrease from the distillate to the bottoms but the C3 profile has two local maxima,
one each between the feed and the distillate and the feed and the bottoms, with overall increasing
concentration from the distillate to the bottoms.
The condenser duty is 37.1 MW, and the reboiler duty is 20.9 MW. The heavy hydrocarbons
exit with the bottom product and split into the NGL product (0.834 kmol/s) and the solvent, which
recycles back to the extractive column. The NGL stream passes through a sequence of traditional
distillation columns for propane, butane and pentane recoveries, which are not included in any of
these simulations. The distillate of the solvent recovery column is a mixture of CO2 (20 mol %)
and ethane (80 mol %) that needs to be concentrated before recycling to the initial feed.

2.2.4.3. Concentrator Column
The concentrator column has 43 stages and the distillate of the recovery column is fed on tray
10. This column also has a partial condenser. High-purity ethane with high purity (99.7 mol %)
forms the bottoms product (1.82 kmol/s) after heat recovery. The mixture of CO2-ethane goes
overhead with molar flow rate of 1.35 kmol/s with the CO2 concentrated up to 46 mol %. After
heat recovery, this is recycled back to the extraction column as part of the feed.
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3.3.

Process Comparison

To perform a fair economic comparison of the two process alternatives, the total capital costs,

total operating costs, and total annual costs (TAC) are calculated. TAC is calculated as,

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 +

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

(51)

where a plant life of 30 years is considered in this investigation. This somewhat exceeds many
natural gas process plant lifetimes but also allows for equipment reuse. As will be shown, most of
the savings in the alternative process are in operating costs, so the economics are relatively
insensitive to the plant cost. The Aspen Process Economic Analyzer provides relative costs, taking
into account capital and operating costs together with technical and process parameters. Table 3-1
compares the key economic performance indicators of the two processes. The introduction of the
third column causes a noticeable decrease in the reflux ratios of the extractive and recovery
column, which are 4.61 and 1.08, respectively, compared with 6.04 and 2.18 in the conventional
system. The capital costs of the columns are significantly altered by the reflux ratios, recycle flow
rates, and entrainer usage in the distillation cases. More importantly, these parameters determine
the process heat duties and product quality. As a result, the new alternative leads to 10 % lower
TAC, with 14% reduction in specific energy demand and CO2 emissions. Total capital costs and
most operating costs decrease by about 5%, with a 10% reduction in steam costs, consistent with
the sum of the reboiler thermal loads being the biggest change.
The energy requirements closely correlate with CO2 emissions when no heat integration is
considered.
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Table 3-1. Comparison of the conventional and the proposed process economic and energy figures of merit

Key performance indicators

Conventional process

Proposed alternative

Capital Costs
Extractive

Recovery

Extractive

Recovery

Concentrator

column

column

column

column

column

Tower (USD)

8,164,700

10,589,600

Reboiler (USD)

301,400

549,600

62,100

693,100

69,600

Condenser (USD)

2,928,600

1,125,500

2,217,800

805,400

1,026,900

Reflux pump (USD)

125,300

68,300

104,500

46,300

46,200

4,556,700 10,939,100

Heat exchanger (USD)

988,000

599,700

External Cooler (USD)

56,300

-

Total capital costs (USD)

24,897,300

23,670,100

Operating Costs
Electricity (USD/year)

516,657

491,334

Refrigerant (USD/year)

5,986,169

5,632,501

Steam (USD/year)

39,436,732

35,236,607
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2,502,700

Table 3.1. continued

Cooling Water (external

55,191

-

45,994,747

41,360,441

cooler) (USD/year)
Total operating costs (USD
/year)

Annualized Cost
Total Annual Cost
(USD/year)

46,824,657

42,149,445

1.627

1.401

7.16

6.15

Specific energy
requirement
(kW h/kg CO2)
CO2 emissions (kg CO2/s)

When part of the process heat is reused instead of primary energy, then the CO2 emissions are
lower as compared to the figure expected from the energy data [136, 141]. Fuel combustion
calculations assume that air is in excess, which ensures complete combustion and prevents
formation of carbon monoxide. The amount of CO2 emitted depends proportionally on the amount
of fuel burned in the heating device, and is calculated according to the method described by
Gadalla et al and Kiss et al. [164, 165]:
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(𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 )𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = �

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝐶%
��
� 𝛼𝛼
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 100

(52)

where 𝛼𝛼 =3.67 is the ratio of molar masses of CO2 and C, 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 is the net (lower) heating value of
natural gas with a carbon mass fraction of 0.41. Hence the quantity of fuel used can be calculated
as follows:

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 =

𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 − 𝑇𝑇0
�ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 419�
𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(53)

where 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (kJ/kg) and ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (kJ/kg) are the latent heat and enthalpy of the steam, and 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (K)

and 𝑇𝑇0 (K) are the flame and stack temperature, respectively. This equation represents a steam
balance around the boiler and relates the quantity of fuel necessary to provide a heat duty of 𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

[36, 38, 166]. The hourly rate of CO2 emissions for the conventional and the new alternatives also
appear in Table 3-1. This indicates that the new system decreases the carbon footprint.

3.4.

Plant-wide Control

3.4.1. Background

Distillation control has been extensively studied in the process control area. There are different

types of distillation columns. There are a host of parameters, including operating conditions,
product purity specifications, difficulty of separation, differences in feed contents, column
constraints, and local economic parameters. Different types of columns require different control
schemes [167].
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Partial condenser column control is challenging because of the interaction among the reflux
drum level, pressure and tray temperature in the control loops. The literature dealing with the
control of a distillation column with a partial condenser is limited, and to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there is no study covering the control of distillation column systems that have
interconnected partial condenser and total condenser columns.
Buckley [168] and Shinskey [169] pioneer studying the design and control of distillation
columns with partial condensers. Luyben [167] examine the fundamental dynamic relationship of
a distillation column with a partial condenser and proposed three alternatives for the control of
distillation columns with partial condensers. Hori and Skogestad [170] investigate alternative
control structures for a cryogenic deethanizer column with a partial condenser and implemented
the best control structure on a real column. Luyben [171] demonstrates a realistic model for
distillation columns with partial condensers producing both liquid and vapor products. He reports
that the model assuming a fixed flowrate of cooling water provides the most realistic performance
predictions to disturbances. Grassi [172] set the standard configuration for the control of extractive
distillation columns and suggests a control structure that uses single-end temperature control for
both columns with the solvent flowrate ratioed to feed flowrate.
The overall molar balance around the reflux drum of a distillation column with partial
condenser leads to,

𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅
= 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 − 𝑅𝑅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
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(54)

where 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 is the molar holdup of liquid in the reflux drum, 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 is the flowrate of the outgoing liquid
from the condenser, and 𝑅𝑅 is the reflux flowrate. The following equation relates the liquid flowrate
to the condenser heat duty,

𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 =

𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐
∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣

(55)

where ∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 is the latent heat of vaporization of the vapor distillate. Inserting 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 from Eq. (55) with
Eq. (54) gives,

𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅
𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐
=
− 𝑅𝑅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣

(56)

The above equation shows how the reflux drum level is directly affected by the reflux flowrate
and the condenser heat removal, but is not directly affected by the overhead vapor.
Moreover, applying the overall mole balance around the vapor space in the reflux drum gives,

which can be rearranged to,

𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁 − 𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶 − 𝐷𝐷
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐
= 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁 −
− 𝐷𝐷
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣

(57)

(58)

where 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 is volume of the vapor, 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅 is the reflux drum temperature, 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁 is the vapor flowrate
leaving the top tray, 𝐷𝐷 is the vapor distillate flowrate, and 𝑅𝑅 is the ideal gas law constant. Eq. (58)
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clearly shows that both distillate flowrate and condenser heat removal affect the pressure. This is
the main cause of the interaction between the level and pressure loops in a partial condenser. The
parameter 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁 indicates the load disturbance.

Applying the Laplace transform to rearrange the above equations in the form of transfer functions
gives,

𝑃𝑃(𝑠𝑠) = − �

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅
� 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐 (𝑠𝑠) − �
� 𝐷𝐷(𝑠𝑠)
𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 ∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 ∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠

𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 (𝑠𝑠) = �

1
1
� 𝑄𝑄𝑐𝑐 (𝑠𝑠) − � � 𝑅𝑅(𝑠𝑠)
∆𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠
𝑠𝑠

(59a)

(59b)

These equations clearly show that pressure is a function of condenser heat removal and vapor
distillate, but not the reflux flowrate. Moreover, the reflux drum level is a function of condenser
heat removal and reflux flowrate, but not the vapor distillate flow.
The ideal control structure of a distillation column would measure the impurity of the lightkey component in the bottoms and the impurity of the heavy-key component in the distillate and
manipulate two input variables to maintain the desired impurities in the two product streams.
However, this ideal control structure is barely used for distillation columns because composition
analyzers; (1) are expensive to purchase affiliated with their high maintenance costs, (2) do not
always provide reliable results for online continuous control, and (3) introduce long measurement
lags into the control loop when chromatographic methods are applied. However, it is possible to
attain very effective control without using direct composition measurement. Single-end inferential
control structures commonly provide inferential composition control for distillation columns.
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Thermocouples are cheap and introduce small dead time in the control loop. Appropriately chosen
locations for temperatures provide reliable information about the key components composition.
This section explores two control structures. The first structure (CS I) uses conventional
controls for partial condenser columns in which vapor distillate flowrate controls column pressure
and condenser heat removal controls reflux drum level. The second control structure (CS II)
controls column pressure by condenser heat removal and controls drum level by reflux flowrate.
Valve pressure drops and pump heads are 3 atm to give reasonable rangeability so that valve
saturation does not occur in the face of large increases in feed throughput. The reflux drums and
the column bases provide 5 min of liquid holdup when the vessel is half-full at the design
conditions.

3.4.2. Control Structure CS I (Conventional Control Structure)

Figure 3-10 presents the CS I control structure for the new CO2-ethane separation process.

Proportional controllers with 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 = 2 are applied for level loops, whereas conventional
proportional-integral actions are used for the remainder of the system.
The CS I control structure includes the following features;
1. Feed and recycle streams are flow-controlled.
2. Solvent is ratioed to feed.
3. Base level in each column is controlled by manipulating the bottoms flow.
4. Reflux drum in the extraction column is controlled by manipulating the distillate flow.
5. Reflux drums in the solvent recovery and the concentrator columns are controlled by
manipulating the corresponding condenser heat removal.
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6. Pressure in the extraction column is controlled by manipulating the condenser heat
removal.
7. Pressures in the solvent recovery column and the concentrator are controlled by
manipulating the corresponding vapor distillate flows.
8. The reflux flow in the extraction column is ratioed to the feed.
9. The reflux flows in the solvent recovery and the concentrator columns are constant.
10. A temperature in each column is controlled by manipulating the corresponding reboiler
heat input.
Partial condenser columns (the second and third columns of this process) require both pressure
and reflux drum level control. There are several manipulated variables available: distillate
flowrate, condenser heat removal, and reflux flowrate. In a partial condenser column, the distillate
flows from the reflux drum as a vapor. The vapor distillate cannot directly control the reflux drum
level because the drum level does not depend on the vapor flowrate. Practically, it is also typically
quite difficult to meter.
Conventional systems control pressure by manipulating distillate vapor flowrate. There is an
interaction between the pressure loops and control loop in this configuration because any
disturbance affecting either loop will propagate to the other loop. For instance, assume the feed
composition changes and more CO2 enters the column. This reduces the reflux drum temperature,
and as a result, decreases the heat transfer rate in the condenser for a fixed flowrate of refrigerant.
As the condensation rate decreases, the pressure increases, and the pressure controller increases
the vapor distillate flowrate. Additionally, the drop in condensation rate decreases the reflux drum
level. As a result, the level controller increases the refrigerant flowrate to compensate, which
decreases the pressure. This interaction places the level controller and the pressure controller into
a cyclic, potentially unstable interaction.
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Figure 3-10. The conventional control structure (CS I) of the new extractive distillation process.

Figure 3-11(a) shows the temperature profile of the extraction column whereas Figure 3-11(b)
shows the composition profiles of the key components in the extractive column. The slope of the
temperature profile (Figure 3-11(c)) and the slope of the composition profiles (Figure 3-11(d)),
indicate that the temperatures and the key components compositions change rapidly from tray to
tray around stage 24 of the extractive column. If the temperature of stage 24 remains at 271 K, the
heavy components should not escape out the top, and light components would not drop out the
bottom. Figure 3-12 shows that holding stage 24 at 334 K in the solvent recovery column maintains
the purity of the products at the design specs. These simulations use dead-times of 1 min in each
temperature loop. Relay-feedback tests use the conservative Tyreus-Luyben tuning settings to
obtain the temperature controller tuning constants.
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Figure 3-11. Temperature profile (a), temperature slopes (b), composition profiles (c), and composition slopes (d) in the
extractive column.
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Figure 3-12. Temperature profile (a), composition profile, (c) temperature slopes and composition slopes (d) in the solvent
recovery column.

3.4.2.1.

Results of CS I

Simulated large disturbances in feed flowrate and composition help evaluate the effectiveness
of this control structure. The first case uses 20% increases in feed flowrate after 0.5 h from the
start of the process with the results shown in Figure 3-13 by solid lines. Manipulating the reboiler
heat inputs controls the temperature of each column. Figure 3-13(a) shows that distillate purity in
the extractive column 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂2 remains constant and close to the specification. However, bottoms
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purity in the concentrator column, 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶2 , drops significantly (Figure 3-13(c)). This occurs because

condenser heat removal controls column pressure. The higher throughput decreases reflux drum
temperature, which decreases heat transfer rate in the condenser for a fixed flowrate of the
refrigerant. Therefore, column pressure begins to increase, which leads to increases in the vapor
distillate flowrate. The decrease in the condensation rate results in a decrease of the reflux drum
level. The decrease in the reflux drum level makes the level controller compensate by increasing
the refrigerant flowrate, which leads to a pressure decrease. This coupling between the level
controller and the pressure controller causes large and rapid changes in the vapor distillate
flowrate. Since this vapor distillate is the feed of another column, any variation in this stream
propagates to the downstream process and upsets it as well. As a result, the bottoms purity 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶2 in

the third column drops from 99.5% to 92%.

Feed composition perturbations lead to similar results. The simulations present results where
the ethane mole fraction in the feed abruptly increases by 5% with a corresponding 5% abrupt
decrease in CO2 mole fraction after 0.5 h from the start of the process (Figure 3-13- dashed lines).
As indicated, it takes more than 15 hours for the temperature controller of the extractive column
𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶1 ,24 to return the temperature to the desired level after this transient. During this time, the
distillate purity in the extractive column, 𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 , becomes unstable and the purity of the bottoms

product in the concentrator column reaches 100%. As already discussed, this poor control
performance is because the vapor distillate flowrate controls the pressure of the columns with
partial condensers flowrates, which vary rapidly during perturbations in the feed. Any variation in
the vapor distillate flow upsets the downstream process, causes the valve to saturate, and loses
control.
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3.4.3. Control Structure CS II (Proposed Control Structure)

Good distillation column control prevents rapid pressure changes. A rapid pressure increase

decreases vapor flowrates through the trays, which may cause dumping and weeping. A rapid
pressure decrease increases vapor flowrates, which may cause flooding. Any rapid pressure change
also presents potential safety and environmental hazards. Controlling the pressure with vapor
distillate leads to large and rapid changes in the flowrates of distillate. If the distillate feeds a
downstream unit, as in this case, these large distillate flowrate variabilities represent significant
product purity disturbances and upsets. To avoid this issue, condenser heat removal controls
pressure and reflux flowrate controls reflux drum level in this system. Additionally, the distillate
flowrate remains proportional to the reflux flowrate to maintain a constant reflux ratio.
The proposed control structure CS II appears in Figure 3-14. Figure 3-15 exhibits the faceplate
of CS II. Note that in the controller faceplate, the “FCs” controller is on cascade mode, indicating
that the controller receives its setpoint signal from multiplier “S/F”. Similarly, “FCD2” and
“FCD3” are in the cascade mode and receive their setpoints from multipliers “D1/R1” and “D2/R2”,
respectively. The following sections describe why these control loops require cascade control.
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Figure 3-13. (a) Extractive column, (b) Recovery column, and (c) Concentrator column responses in the face of fresh feed
flowrate and composition disturbances: Solid lines are for the case of +20% increase in feed flowrate, and dashed lines are
for the case of -5% decrease in ethane composition and +5% increase in CO2 composition in the fresh feed content.
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Figure 3-14. The proposed control structure (CS II) of the new extractive distillation process.

3.4.3.1.

Extractive Column

The main features of the extractive column control loops are pressure control through
condenser heat removal, and the reflux drum and bottom level control through the distillate and
the bottoms flows, respectively. The column has a total condenser, which eliminates interaction
between the reflux drum level and pressure.
Similar to CS I structure, stage 24 of the extractive column provides inferential temperature
control, which is ultimately controlled by manipulating the reboiler duty. There are two
possibilities to determine the second control degree of freedom: (a) holding the reflux ratio
constant, or (b) ratioing the reflux flowrate to feed flowrate. When disturbances in feed flowrate
occur, both choices are equivalent because all flows ratio directly with throughput. However, when
disturbances occur in feed composition, the ratios vary in a different way when the two products
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D3/R3

are kept at their design specs. The reflux-to-feed ratio structure provides the second control degree
of freedom in the following analysis.

Figure 3-15. Control structure CSII and the faceplate .
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The reflux ratio in the extractive column is 4.61. When column reflux ratios exceed 3, it is
conventional to control the reflux drum level by regulating the reflux flowrate. However, level
control using the reflux prohibits the use of a reflux-to-feed control scheme, which is the effective
control structure for feed composition disturbances. On the other hand, manipulating the distillate
to control the drum level leads to large alterations in the distillate flowrate, which can upset
downstream processes. The reflux-to-feed ratio structure handles disturbances more effectively,
without rapidly changing the distillate flow rate, when disturbances do not occur rapidly and
frequently.

3.4.3.2.

Solvent Recovery and Concentrator Columns

The recovery and concentrator columns have partial condensers, which causes the main
difference between the two control structures. CS II differs from CS I structure in the following
ways. The rest of the loops are unchanged.
•

The reflux flowrate controls the reflux drum level in the solvent recovery and the
concentrator columns.

•

Condenser heat removal controls pressure in the solvent recovery column and the
concentrator columns.

•

The reflux ratios remain constant in the solvent recovery and the concentrator columns by
reflux flowrate control.

3.4.3.3.

Results of CS II

In the analysis below, transient analyses of large feed disturbances (20% alterations in the
flowrate of the fresh feed, and 20% alterations in feed composition) illustrate the performance of
the control structure CS II. Figure 3-16 illustrates results for all three columns for a 20%
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disturbance in feed flowrate. The dashed lines represent feed stream flowrate decreases (-20%)
and the solid lines represent increases (+20%). These graphs clearly show that the temperatures
and product purities are well controlled.
Figure 3-17 presents all the three columns results for feed composition disturbances. The
dashed lines represent ethane feed content increases from 0.46 to 0.51 (mole fraction) with a
corresponding decrease in the CO2 feed content from 0.32 to 0.27. The solid lines represent ethane
feed content decreases from 0.46 to 0.41 mole fraction with a corresponding increase in the CO2
feed content from 0.32 to 0.37. As observed with respect to the federate changes, this scheme
provides good control of product purities and temperatures for all the three columns.

3.4.4. Generalization

The underlying issues illustrated in these specific examples pertain to all partial-condenser

column controls. The alternative control system is not more complicated or difficult than the
traditional system to install. Additionally, the control systems here should be just as effective for
any partial condenser column or, for that matter, any distillation column, regardless of whether
such columns occur in series and independent of whether they treat azeotropic systems. In these
ways, they represent potentially more robust approaches to column control than the conventional
approaches.
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Figure 3-16. (a) Extractive column, (b) Recovery column, and (c) Concentrator column responses in the face of ±𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 % fresh
feed flowrate disturbances.
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Figure 3-17. (a) Extractive column, (b) Recovery column, and (c) Concentrator column responses in the face of fresh feed
composition disturbances.
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4. Conclusions
4.1.

Dynamic Heat Exchanger Conclusions

This investigation experimentally and theoretically demonstrates a dynamic heat exchanger

technology that (a) greatly reduces or eliminates compromises in heat exchanger exit temperatures
and performance associated with transient process perturbations, (b) responds to changes in
process conditions with a near-zero time constants, and (c) isolates process flow disturbances,
preventing their propagation through the rest of the process. The results experimentally and
theoretically demonstrate the performance of two types of dynamic heat exchangers: (1) a
technology that can retrofit an existing heat exchanger by connecting one or more holding tanks
to the incoming streams, and (2) a technology that involves a new heat exchanger with at least one
additional channel that connects two storage tanks. These technologies allow the process to
maintain product specifications, so far as heat transfer is concerned, as it moves through transient
conditions. This heat exchanger reduces the process perturbation effective response time to near
zero with potentially large contributions to process flexibility and load change ability.
Additionally, the comparison between the experimental and simulated results suggests that the
presented theoretical model can provide a good estimate of the dynamic heat exchanger behavior.
Thus, the model can be applied for more advanced control structures such as model predictive
control (MPC).
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4.2.

Natural Gas Processing Conclusions

This investigation proposes a new extractive distillation strategy for the CO2-ethane azeotrope

with three columns. This strategy shows an approximately 14% reduction in total energy demand,
most of which is for steam. Aspen Plus process economics analyses indicate about a 5% reduction
in capital and 10% reduction in operating costs when comparing optimized versions of
conventional and the new process. The new process reduces the total annual costs (TAC) by 10%,
without compromising the desired purification. The new process is also easier to operate because
it is unnecessary to withdraw CO2 completely in the extractive column. The novel separation
scheme represents a retrofit option for existing units. Additionally, the new operation strategy
produces CO2 as a liquid product, which avoids the significant amount of energy required for
liquefaction.
Additionally, an effective control structure is presented for this system. Dynamic control using
conventional configurations fails to maintain product purities in processes that involve
interconnected partial condensers. Specifically, conventional distillation columns control pressure
by manipulating vapor distillate flowrate and control reflux drum level should by manipulating
condenser heat removal. This control strategy is effective for an isolated distillation column.
However, this scheme fails to provide effective control of interconnected columns, specifically
columns with interconnected partial condensers. An alternative control scheme controls pressure
through condenser heat removal rate and reflux drum level by reflux flow rate. This scheme
effectively controls product purities in the face of even large perturbations in feed flowrate and
composition. This alternative system is no more complicated than the conventional system and
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should work on distillation columns of nearly all designs, not just the coupled partial condenser
designs for which it is essential.
A recently proposed CO2-ethane azeotropic distillation system [173] serves as an example of
this control system. The design has one total condenser column and two partial condenser columns.
The interaction among the pressure, reflux drum level, and tray temperature control loops makes
the control of partial condenser columns more complex than total condenser columns. Dynamic
analyses indicate that, contrary to expectation, the conventional control structure cannot maintain
the purity of the two product streams at the desired values. An effective plant-wide control
structure based on inferential single-end temperature control is presented for this process. The
main features of the control loops of the partial condenser columns in the proposed scheme are
reflux drum level control through reflux flowrate, pressure control through heat condenser removal
and distillate flowrate ratioed to the reflux flowrate. Transient analyses show that the proposed
control structure maintains CO2 and ethane product purities in the face of large disturbances (20%)
in throughput and feed composition.

4.3.

Recommendations

The central feature of the dynamic heat exchanger technology is that it removes the drop in

efficiency associated with flow transients and the large thermal stresses created in a heat exchanger
under transient conditions. However, there remain large though very short-lived perturbations in
the computed efficiencies associated with the rapid changes in |𝜁𝜁| at the beginning and end of the

perturbation even for the dynamic system. Removing these requires more advanced process
control, which should be demonstrated in future work. The present work uses a step function for
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the flow perturbation although many, probably most, perturbations will not be of this form and
specifically will change more slowly and probably over a more limited range. The step function
perturbations require the most challenging response. That is, the transient response required for
this change is much more demanding than that of any other change and if the system can manage
a step change, any change with longer time constants should be easier to manage.
Additionally, this analysis uses a standard convection heat transfer model for predicting the
steady-state heat transfer between the two streams. The numerical model described here captures
all of the behavior observed in the experiments without using more complex heat transfer
coefficient expressions. However, dynamic heat exchanger systems with flow perturbations that
are more periodic and continuous rather than instantaneous may require more sophisticated heat
transfer coefficient expressions. Conjugate thermal operation may also be observed [100-106]. The
scheme proposed here can be extended by using approaches that are better suited to describing
unsteady-state heat transfer, and this opens up interesting avenues for further investigations.
Perhaps the most obvious extension of this work is to apply this heat exchanger technology
more broadly in the process industry and at larger scale. This work focuses on relieving thermal
stresses and inefficiencies associated with transients. The same technology should be able to
mitigate upsets and isolate excursions in all integrated process systems, and the resulting safety,
environmental, and operational benefits could be very large. Other members of our research team
are already exploring using similar technologies in the nuclear and other industries to explore these
possibilities.
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5. Nomenclature
𝐴𝐴

Heat transfer area (m2)

𝑏𝑏

Model parameter, dimensionless

𝑚𝑚̇

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

𝑇𝑇

Temperature (K)

𝑣𝑣𝑥𝑥

Fluid velocity (m/s)

𝑡𝑡

Time (s)

𝑎𝑎

Model parameter, dimensionless

𝑛𝑛

Model parameter, dimensionless

𝑔𝑔�

Specific Gibbs energy (J/kg)

𝑠𝑠̂

Specific entropy (J/kg.K)

𝑥𝑥

Distance through the heat exchanger (m)

𝑞𝑞

Volumetric heat source (J/m3.s)
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𝑞𝑞"

Heat flux (J/m2.s)

𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Equivalent diameter (m)

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

Specific heat capacity (J/kg.K)

𝐿𝐿

Half of channel thickness (m)

ℎ

Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

Prandtl number, dimensionless

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

Nusselt number, dimensionless

𝑘𝑘

Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

Reynolds number, dimensionless

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

Logarithmic mean temperature difference (K)

𝑈𝑈

Overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)

𝑙𝑙

Lagrange polynomial

𝑚𝑚

Number of experimental run

𝑦𝑦

State variable

𝑁𝑁

Channels number
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𝑄𝑄

Heat load (W)

𝛿𝛿

Plate thickness (m)

𝜁𝜁

Heat transfer rate ratio

Greek letters

𝜑𝜑

Quadratic error function

𝜌𝜌

Density (kg/m3)

Subscript
in

Fluid inlet

out

Fluid outlet

cold

Low-temperature fluid

hot

High-temperature fluid

pred

Predicted

exp

Experimental
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